ARRANGEMENT FOR SALE 354
Monday 29th October 2018
(1) Postage Stamps of the World - Collections & Mixed lots
(2) Omnibus, Revenues & Cinderellas & Thematics, Postal History, Phone Cards
(3) Postage Stamps Classified by Country of Origin

Lots 1 - 48
Lots 49 - 79
Lots 80 - 815

Please note some mixed lots are sold WITHOUT RESERVE
Customer wishing to leave and collect their lots may do so at any time
Viewing by appointment only at the office or
At the Bowdon Hotel on the day of sale from 9.30am til 1.15pm
Auction to start at 2pm

Postage Stamps of the World - Collections & Mixed Lots
1 A collector's clearout of world wide on leaves, pages, albums and loose including much useful throughout noted Belgium
mint, Switzerland, N. Rhodesia 1946 Victory 1½d p.13 in bottom plate blk of 12 (2), Finland local handstamp cancels,
Hungary M/S (STC €250), Surinam nice mint colln, Bavaria & Schleswig colln on leaves, Australian states, world in an
old time binder, Middle East on stockpages, Persia imperfs blocks, Newfoundland colln (STC £500), few covers and cards,
intr sorter lot.
£ 250
2 A mint and used world range on leaves with some useful noted St Helena GVI Ship set mainly mint incl 3d blue, Iceland,
Jamaica, Luxembourg, Nyasaland incl 1938 to 5s mint, Ascension GVI to 5s m & u, etc, unusual mix of countries.
£ 30
3 A world accumulation of ex-auctions lots and other better material including 1979 Year of the Child colln of 115 FDCs,
Israel decent 1950 to 1988 u/m tabbed coll in 3 printed hingeless Lindner albums, France 1960-1975 extensive colln mainly
u/m, Argentina Stockbook containing u/m 1940s-1950s mainly in blocks of 4, Faroe Is. 1975-89 f.u. stock, French Togo
u/m coll in a well filled stockbook as sets 1967-1987 incl many nice high face values airs, commem sets, and many
thematics, STC £760, Cyprus 1971-79 Double U/M & f.u. colln, United Nations 1951-1987 Extensive mint, U/M & f.u.
colln on Schaubek printed leaves, Russia FDCs, etc, useful lot with good value and low start price.
£ 250
4 A world collection in a large stockbook with interesting throughout including Guatemala, Sudan Arab postman to 20p,
Luxembourg, Russia duplicated earlier including 1902-05 (with thunderbolts) 3r50 grey and black (c27 Cat £405), 7r
yellow & black used (c25 cat £475), Br. Honduras EDVII duplicated values, strange mix of countries, intr lot.
£ 80
5 Accumulation in a BOX including History of WWII coin covers collection, binder of world, various loose in packets,
on and off paper, Australia on paper pictorials, GB FDCs and in packets, world & Philippines in large stockbooks, 1000s
to sort.
£ 40
6 Accumulation in a BOX with worldwide ranges in stockbooks, some loose, Australia on paper, packets, cards, GB incl
FDCs, etc, interesting mix, 1000s.
£ 50
7 Accumulation of worldwide including collections in albums and binders, some better noted Belgium, Greece, Fr.
Colonies, Germany in a stockbook, Guernsey u/m sets in stockbook, China, Japan, USA, Cape of Good Hope triangles 4d
blue & 6d lilac (pen cancel), Denmark, France, Italy, Yugoslavia, Sweden, Austria, Spain colln 1950-1976 almost complete
used in loose-leaf printed album etc, heavy BOX.
£ 100
8 ALL WORLD accumulation in a BOX with worldwide ranges in stockbooks, some loose, Australia on paper, packets,
cards, GB incl FDCs, etc, interesting mix, 1000s.
£ 50
9 BOX containing a world range including Br. C/Wealth duplicated stock in stockbook incl Hong Kong & Singapore,
Japan FDCs from 1970-1972, Korea on leaves in a binder incl 1946 5w & 10w mint (cat £46), South & Central America
from imperfs, China in small stockbook, Malta collection mint & used in springback album, various loose in packets, GB
FDCs, on and off paper etc, sorter lot.
£ 65
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10 BOX containing a world range including various loose in packets, GB FDCs, on and off paper, incl Poland in a binder,
Germany, nice Isle of Man collection both u/m & used to 1991, stockbook with GB P.Dues to £1 mint, 1924 Wembley
set mint, Australia GV to modern mint ranges incl 6d brown Roo, Jersey incl 1969 set u/m, vals to £5 u/m incl sets in
stockbook, GB QEII Collection mainly mint, NZ used stock in a dealer stockbinder, etc. 100s.
£ 75
11 BOX with a world accumulation noted USA modern sheets and souvenir sheets U/M, loose in packets, on and off
paper, GB FDCs including 18 1973 County Cricket covers 100 Years some with special cancels, club books with Australia,
shoebox of stockcards with duplicated Rwanda and Tunisia thematic sets mint, Germany 1996-2001 U/M colln in
Lighthouse hingeless album, etc, intr sorter.
£ 50
12 British Africa balance of a large Imperial album with smaller country ranges on printed leaves mint and used to GV
including Zanzibar, Zululand, Transvaal, Swaziland, Tanganyika, SWA incl officials, S. Nigeria, N. Nigeria, Orange Free
State, etc, useful group to fill those gaps.
£ 75
13 British Africa collection on large amount of leaves in a heavy springback album incl QV to 1960s mint, U/M & used,
noted Br. S.Africa, Rhodesia 1893 4/- pair used cat £110), 1896 ovpts 1d & 4d used, Basutoland 1937 Coron. FDC, 1938
to 10/- used, 2/6 m, 1961 set to R1 m, 1961 surcharges incl diff types m, Bechuanaland incl ovpt inv. var (forged), 1938
mint vals to 5/- (2), 1961 surch m incl pairs with wide and narrow date m, 1961 set m, QV P/S cards (3), Botswana, Cape
of Good Hope 4d blue triangle f.u., 1902 PASSED PRESS CENSOR cvr to UK, 1904 1d rose QV P/S env uprated EDVII
1d carmine plus 4 other P/S cards un, Lesotho, Natal, ORC, Swaziland incl 1961 surchs mint, 1961 set to R2 m, 1962 set
m, Transvaal, Zululand etc, also some intr covers and P/S cards, odd mixed but mainly sound, high cat value in excess of
£1300.
£ 250
14 British Commonwealth a useful and valuable collection for countries Aden to Bahamas in a ring binder mint and used
on leaves mainly GVI to QEII with better noted including Aden 1939-48 set m (cat £120), 1951 Surch set m (cat £85),
1953 set 25 to both 20s mint (cat £160), Hadhramaut issues 1942 set (cat £70), 1949 RSW, 1951 surch set used (cat £75),
1955 set m, Antigua 1938 set m (cat £130), 1953-62 set m (cat £85), Ascension 1922 ovpt set minus 3s (cat £200), 192433 set 12 to 3s m (cat £350), 1934 set (cat £120), 1938 14 vals to 5s mint, 1956 set m (cat £140), 1963 Birds set f.u. (cat
£55), Bahamas 1942 Columbus set mint (cat £80, 3d shows blob in C unlisted variety), 1948 Tercent. set m (cat £75),
Barbados etc, clean lot with huge catalogue value in excess of £2000.
£ 400
15 British Commonwealth a useful and valuable collection for countries Canada to Cyprus in a ring binder mint and used
on leaves mainly GVI to QEII with better noted including Cape of Good Hope triangle 4d blue (2), 6d lilac, defins to 5s
used, Ceylon incl QV 8d, 9d, 1s (2) & 2s perf issues, GV to R5, 1935 to R1 mint, Cyprus from QV-EDVII to 2pi m & u,
GV to 4pi incl 1924-28 to 45pi, 1928 50th Anniv. set to 45pi mint (cat £127), 1934 set 11 used (cat £170), 1938 set used
(cat £55), 1948 RSW set m (cat £60), 1955 set used (cat £75), 1960 set used (cat £95), hereon good range of sets to later
etc, useful catalogue value and clean lot.
£ 250
16 British Commonwealth accumulation in a carton in various albums, stockbooks and on leaves including better country
sections for Gilbert & Ellice Is. GVI set to 5s m, 1948 RSW sets both m & u, 1956 set m, Dominica 1954 to $2.40 m, nice
commem sets, Egypt, Falkland Is., India on Hagners in a binder from QV to modern m & u, Stamp Centenary collection
of mint / u/m blocks and neatly arranged in a well filled springback album, S. Africa FDCs in cover album, Tanzania
duplicated U/M stock of miniature sheets incl Chess thematics, Gibraltar mint colln in loose-leaf printed album etc, 100s.
£ 150
17 British Commonwealth accumulation in a carton with some better including South Africa GV to modern mint & used,
Transvaal, Grenada useful QEII collection in a well filled springback, Gambia useful collection on leaves QV to QEII incl
QV to 1s, EDVII 1902 set 12 to 3s mint (cat £250), 1922 to 1s, 1938 set to 10s used, 1948 RSW used, 1953 set 15 m (cat
£110), 1963 Birds set mint (cat £85), Fiji colln, Tonga modern sets in a well filled album, Gibraltar mainstream collection
in a DAVO printed album incl 1889 to 1p used, 1903 2s & 4s used, 1938 to £1, 1948 RSW set used, 1953 set to £1 used,
1960 set used, Ghana / Gold Coast collection in a well filled binder, 1935 Silver Jubilee used ranges in a stockbook etc,
100s, huge catalogue value, clean lot.
£ 325
18 British Commonwealth accumulation in a heavy carton in various albums, stockbooks and loose noted nice Queen
Mother omnibus colln u/m in two albums, Australia used colln in Seven Seas album, 1937 Coronation sets mint omnibus,
Burma, S. Africa in large stockbook, various on stockcards, Falkland Is. commem sets m etc, 100s.
£ 100
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19 British Commonwealth accumulation including Lesotho 1960s defins in mint / u/m blks of 4, Churchill omnibus issues,
S. Africa homelands nice FDCs in cover album, Malta 1938-1982 mainly mint / unmounted mint in a printed loose-leaf
album plus QV range of ½d buff diff printings (7), attractive mainly mint Cyprus collection QV to 1975 to mainly middle
values but neatly presented in springback, British West Indies on leaves incl fine used GVI/QEII, Australia nice 1980s
postal stationery collection of fine used or unused envelopes, NZ mint stock in binder, Sudan useful on leaves to 20p,
Pitcairn Is. QEII collection with useful cat value etc, 100s.
£ 120
20 British Commonwealth Accumulation of better collections in a heavy carton including much useful noted Tristan Da
Cunha 1952-1983 Mint or u/m colln with high degree of completeness in well filled album including 1952 set to 10/- mint,
1954 vals to 2/6, 5/-, 10/- mint, 1960 set to 10/- mint, 1961 vals to 1r mint, 1963 Resettlement set m, 1965 set to £1 m,
1972 Plants set to £1 m, 1970s onwards mainly u/m to 1983 plus sets f.u., 1978 Coronation M/S in 21 uncut panes of 4
in special album, Cocos (Keeling) Is. 1963-1991 Extensive mainly u/m colln in Lighthouse hingeless album, S. Africa 1937
Coronation. Specialised collection of FDC's, St Kitts 1903-1978 colln on leaves with nice mint and used assembly of sets
and part sets incl 1903 2½d mint, 1905 14 vals to 1/- mint incl extras, 1921-29 set of 16 to 5/- plus extras mint, 1923
Tercent set of 10 to 2/6 mint, 1938 to 6d m, 1963 set u/m, Gibraltar colln in a S/B mint and used with better QV to modern
incl 1935 SJ set m, 1938 2/- m, 1953 defin set to £1 LMM, 1967 Ships set to £1 U/M, 1977 set to £5 U/M, Christmas Is.
1958-1991 mainly u/m colln, Australia (STC £600) 1953-1984 Unmounted mint sets in a stockbook etc, useful and high
catalogued lot.
£ 360
21 British Commonwealth Accumulation of better collections in a heavy carton including much useful noted Gibraltar
1886-1979 Mint and used collection in Marini printed loose leaf album, NZ FDCs, Australia 1953-1999 An extensive used
collection STC £1100+, 1937 Coronation part sets on 63 covers mainly first day of issue plus appears complete mint in
special album, Canada Stockpages with a useful mint / unmounted mint range incl better noted, South Africa Coll in
Lighthouse springback album with useful mint and used and covers range incl 1913 10/- pair used, etc huge catalogue
value, cheap start price.
£ 400
22 British Commonwealth and world used in a carton. Stockbook (mainly Australia), old Strand album, boxes and packets,
many 100s to sort through. Years of collector's duplicated jumbled etc.
£ 38
23 British Commonwealth balance of a large Imperial album with smaller country ranges on printed leaves mint and used
to GV including Barbuda, Basutoland, Batum, Brunei, Burma, Cook Is., Iraq & Mosul, Ireland, Lagos, N. Brunswick, N.
Guinea, N. Hebrides, N. Borneo, Palestine, Prince Edward Is., Samoa, Sarawak, Tonga, Transjordan, Turks & Caicos, Br.
Virgin Is. etc, useful group to fill those gaps.
£ 60
24 British Commonwealth balance of a large Imperial album with smaller country ranges on printed leaves mint and used
to GV including New Zealand, Niue, Aitutaki, Penrhyn, Niger Coast Prot. Nigeria, Papua from Lakatois, South Africa,
Trinidad & Tobago, etc, useful group to fill those gaps.
£ 120
25 British Commonwealth better sets and singles mint and all periods in dozens of small glassine packets each set mint,
unmounted mint or used with huge potential incl GVI sets, RSW top values incl Pitcairn Is., values to £1, $10, or 10s, noted
British West Indies, Br. Africa, Asia incl Hong Kong QV mint, Europe etc, needs careful sorting, 100s.
£ 1000
26 British Commonwealth binder with QV onwards mint & used ranges including useful Australian states Victoria Stamp
Duty values, Queensland to 2s brown mint & used, NSW Half-Penny on 1d blk of 6 mint, 1861 5s used, 1890 5s lilac used,
Canada QV heads, Natal QV mint & used, Newfoundland low vals mint, Malta QV incl 1d violet mint, Samoa bisects on
piece (3), Natal bogus 9d with 1945 cert, GB QV incl 1900 1s green and carmine mint, 1841 2d blue (2) etc, very mixed
but interesting and worthwhile assembly.
£ 320
27 British Commonwealth collection in a 22 ring binder mint and used with better throughout including Aden 1939 to 2r,
5r & 10r mint (cat £120), 1953 20s black and lilac f.u., Bermuda QEII to £1 used, Br. Guiana GVI to $2 used, QEII to $5,
Ceylon, Cyprus 1938 to 90pi used, Fiji to £1, India, KUT GVI to 3s, Straits Sett. 1938 to $5 used, Penang GVI to $5 used,
QEII to $5, 1957 to $5 used, Selangor to $5 (2 diff), Mauritius to R10, Rhodesia & Nyasaland to £1, etc, useful cat value
and plenty mostly all different, 100s.
£ 75
28 British Commonwealth collection in a large springback album mint and used with wide range of different countries
throughout to lower or middle values including Australia to £2, Canada, Burma, Newfoundland 1937 Coronation long set
nearly complete mint, India incl GV to 25r, GVI to 25r used, Malta, Montserrat 1938 to 5s mint, Pakistan, Somaliland
EDVII/GV mint to 8a, etc, useful cat value and plenty mostly all different, 100s.
£ 75
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29 British Commonwealth in a BOXFILE with all periods mint & used on stockcards, on leaves, loose or in packets with
some better noted including GVI sets U/M (Fiji incl both types), India incl 1947 folder, Mauritius, Hong Kong, Ceylon,
N. Borneo incl imperfs, Ascension, NZ earlies on leaves, Cape triangles 4d blue, Rhodesia & Nyasaland to £1, nice Papua
New Guinea colln on leaves to £1, Queensland to 10s, etc, interesting sorter.
£ 80
30 British Commonwealth sheets and panes, a collection in large sheet file with QEII 1960s panes and sheets for mainly
low values but many different countries incl Bahamas, St Helena, Antigua, Basutoland, Turks & Caicos, Grenada, Cayman
Is., Bermuda, Swaziland, N & S Rhodesia etc, 100s.
£ 40
31 British Commonwealth singles in a stockbook mint and used for different countries from QV onwards including
Antigua 6d green SG 29 mint (cat £60), Ceylon 1s violet SG 25 mint (cat £140), Cyprus, Fiji, Malta, Lagos, N. Borneo,
Seychelles GVI incl 1r green (cat £160), Natal, Newfoundland (Cat £1000+), S. Africa, Canada etc, total catalogue is in
excess of £3900+. (Approx 120 stamps).
£ 500
32 British Commonwealth stockbook with QV onwards mint & used ranges including useful Morocco Agencies m & u
QV-EDVII, NZ, HK 1946 Victory $1 pair m, Gibraltar GV 2s used (2), Canada, Newfoundland, S. Africa, Gold Coast
EDVII/GV used ranges, Burma, India, Jind GVI 2r & 5r mint, Lagos QV-EDVII to 1s mint, Rhodesia 1909 7½d on 2s6d
mint strip of 3, 1946 Victory omnibus issues in mint blocks etc, very mixed but interesting and worthwhile assembly.
£ 125
33 CARTON including a Wanderer album with worldwide collection, loose in bags, stockbooks etc, 1000s.

£ 40

34 CARTON of worldwide incl loose in bags for Belgium, France, Br. C/Wealth, Netherlands, Austria, Germany, etc,
1000s.
£ 40
35 CLUB BOOKS - A worldwide accumulation in dozens of circulated club books (approx 60) with mint and used
country sections noted Middle East, Egypt, Portugal & Morocco, Br. Commonwealth, GB, Cyprus, Indonesia, Europe etc,
100s, books priced up to £70+, most are well filled. 100s. PTSA £100s.
£ 150
36 COVERS Accumulation in a BOX with some better mainly 1950s to modern commercial covers, some grouped by
countries incl nice postal stationery unused and used airletters, noted Thailand, Middle East, good section of Russia 1990s
and Baltic States group of modern issues on regd envs, Br. C/Wealth countries incl Jamaica etc, 100s. Interesting sorter.
£ 60
37 EUROPEAN Accumulation of better collections in a heavy carton including useful noted Netherlands 1945-1990 well
filled printed DAVO hingeless album with a massive range of material mint and used, W. Berlin 1949-1990 Nice colln
of mint, u/m and used in KA-BE printed album, Rumania on Hagner pages early to modern incl 1903 40b green & 50b
orange CDS, 1906 Welfare Fund set mint, 1906 25th Anniv. 1l & 2l mint, 1907 Welfare Fund set m, 1934 women's Exhib
set m, 1936 Scouts set m, 1936 Marine Exhib. set m, 1937 7th Anniv set m, 1937 8th Balkan Games set m, 1945 TUC
imperf and perf, Vatican City 1931-1975 Extensive colln mainly u/m from 1951, mainly f. used before this, noted 1934
2l55 on 2l50 vermilion mint, 1933 defin set, 1935-1951 much complete, most commem sets, defin sets, just needs a few
airs to complete, postage due sets, parcel post sets in a Lighthouse luxury hingeless printed album, France colln of 1920
to 1960 u/m in a stockalbum, Finland (STC £675) 1956-1967 Extensive mint / u/m mint stock of duplicated sets and ranges
on Hagner pages in a binder, Belgium Stockbook etc, enormous value and potential. Extremely low starting price.
£ 375
38 EUROPEAN Accumulation of better collections in a heavy carton including useful noted France Stockbook with a
valuable highly duplicated mint range of earlier defins STC £2500, Switzerland 1862-1987 nice mainly mint colln in Scott
printed album, Denmark colln in a binder from 1905 to 1998 on leaves mainly used, Vatican City 1953-1991 u/m colln,
Belgium & Spain Senator springback albums both with a well filled mint and used colln, Norway Small stockbook with
useful duplicated earlier sets used STC £450+, etc, enormous value and potential. Extremely low starting price.£ 220
39 EX-DEALER's Stock in three well filled binders packed with Hagner pages mint & used worldwide priced up including
European album incl Andorra, Austria, France, Netherlands, Spain, Switzerland, Cyprus, Cook Is., Cayman Is., Canada,
Br. West Indies etc, 100s mainly cheaper issues mint & used, good qty.
£ 100
40 GLASSINE PACKETS in a flat box with dozens of individual sets and singles with better worldwide countries
throughout including Austria 1948 Costumes 1s red & 10s mint (Cat £65), Finland 1889 10m mint (cat £55), Cyprus 1948
RSW £1 mint, Iran, France incl Museum set mint, 10f vermilion mint, Japan, Netherlands, many airmails, Kuwait 1964
set u/m, European, Americas, Fat East, Middle East etc, intr needs careful sorting.
£ 150
41 HUGE CARTON containing a commoner duplicated accumulation in binders for GB defins and commems, commoner
in boxes on paper etc, heavy lot.
£ 10
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42 LARGE SHOEBOX of worldwide sorted into packets, all periods mainly used for many different countries, 1000s,
sorter lot.
£ 22
43 Mixed accumulation in a BOX with worldwide ranges in stockbooks, some loose, Australia on paper, packets, cards,
GB incl FDCs, etc, interesting mix, 1000s.
£ 50
44 SHOEBOX well filled with a worldwide accumulation on stockcards, loose in packets, bags, noted Korea 1986
delegate book, Turkey earlier, Ireland 1960 high vals m, club books incl Hong Kong etc, 100s.
£ 60
45 Stockbook of worldwide early to modern ranges with some interesting items incl Burma, Philippines, Portuguese
Colonies, Hawaii, Buenos Aires forgeries, Hanau Camp Post, Madagascar 3 of each value 2d, 4d, 6d & 1s mint, strange
mix.
£ 25
46 TINS, LOOSE Countries sorted mint and used in a carton with worldwide in tins or loose in a bag, good sorter.
£ 35

47 WORLD accumulation in a BOX with worldwide ranges in stockbooks, some loose, Australia on paper, packets, cards,
GB incl FDCs, etc, interesting mix, 1000s.
£ 50
48 WORLDWIDE in a carton including Germany in a stockbook, loose on paper, envelopes, packets etc, sorter lot.
£ 30

ACCESSORIES
49 EMPTY BINDERS Box containing various empty binders and folders including Krause cover binder with black cover
pages inside, old time printed album etc.
£8

50 EMPTY BINDERS Box containing various empty binders and folders including two large Prinz albums with slipcases,
stockbook, empty Canada yearbook, ultra violet lamp etc.
£ 10
AUTOGRAPH COVERS
51 2002-2003 An original Westminster collection of 24 special large covers in a special binder by Autograph editions each
signed by different celebrity including Rory Underwood, Michael Fish, Terry Nutkins, Peter Snow, John Swannell (royal
photographer), Carol Vorderman, Rosemary Conley, Jan Leeming, Philippa Forester, Judy Finnigan, Bill Giles, Prince
Michael of Kent, Anna Karen (olive from on the buses), Ray Alan, etc, mainly very fine, with printed resume of each
signature on reverse. BFDC retail in excess of £900. Amazing collection only £4-5 each.
£ 100

52 2002-2003 An original Westminster collection of 25 special large covers in a special binder by Autograph editions each
signed by different celebrity including Diarmud Gavin, Ellen Macarthur, Terry Gilliam, Neville Duke, Colin Jackson,
Bonnie Langford, Wendy Richard, Sir Bernard Lovell, Claire Rayner, Tommy Walsh, Duke of Norfolk, Bill Oddie, Maggie
Philbin, Todd Carty, Sir Edmund Hilary, Lord Lichfield, Paul Gascoigne, Barbara Windsor, Michael Aspel, Tony Robinson
etc, mainly very fine, with printed resume of each signature on reverse. BFDC retail in excess of £900. Amazing collection.
Only £4-5 each.
£ 100
OMNIBUS
53 1935 Silver Jubilee a fine used assembly in a stockbook with some duplicated sets and ranges including Cayman Is.
(2), Ceylon, Cyprus (3 sets), Hong Kong (6 sets), Jamaica (3 sets), KUT (3 sets), Malta (2 sets), Mauritius, Newfoundland,
Straits Sett. (6 sets), Trinidad & Tobago (2 sets), then a good range of duplicated used singles and part sets, good qty with
high retail in excess of £300+. Unchecked for varieties.
£ 110

54 1935 Silver Jubilee attractive fine used range of complete sets on Hagner page for 24 different countries, useful cat
value. (c95).
£ 100
55 1935 Silver Jubilee attractive fine used range of complete sets on Hagner page for 16 different countries, useful cat
value. (c63).
£ 80
56 1935 Silver Jubilee attractive range of covers with complete sets with many nice combinations all to and from around
the world (approx 40), many nice registered noted Fiji, Morocco Agencies, Montserrat, Mauritius, Antigua, Bechuanaland,
Virgin Is., St Helena, Straits Sett., Br. Honduras, Leeward Is., Bahamas, Cayman Is., Bermuda, Br. Guiana, Gibraltar, BWI,
Br. Africa, etc, some mixed condition or toning and odd front but mainly sound. Approx 40 covers.
£ 1150
57 1935 Silver Jubilee attractive range of covers with part sets or commercial rates with many nice combinations all to
and from around the world (approx 75), many nice registered noted Hong Kong, India, Canada, Basutoland large regd
cover, Cyprus 2½pi GV regd env uprated, BWI, Br. Africa, some nice illustrated and printed envelopes, KUT 15c red P/S
env uprated, etc, excellent lot. Approx 75 covers.
£ 750
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58 1935 Silver Jubilee mint / unmounted mint assembly on Hagner pages with ranges and part sets or blocks of 4 for
Virgin Is., Barbados, Dominica, (4 or 5 of each low value in blks of 4), Br. Honduras, Bahamas, Barbados, Newfoundland,
then a good range of dozens of duplicated mint / unmounted mint singles and part sets, good qty with good retail.
Unchecked for varieties.
£ 150
59 1937-1948 Collection of mint & used sets on leaves including 1948 RSW Singapore $5 used, Aden R10 used, Selangor
$5 used, then run of 1937 Coronation sets mounted mint much complete for crown colonies, 1946 Victory sets mint and
used etc, good quantity and cat value.
£ 100
POSTAL HISTORY
60 1925-33 Ten shipping slips from various countries including France and Czechoslovakia with various hand stamp
cancels.
£ 20

61 COVERS - Extensive accumulation in a large shoebox with useful throughout including India QV, Japan,
Newfoundland censor, Argentina censor, Jamaica regd P/S unused, Bohemia airmail, Egypt, Congo, Jordan, Mauritius QV
P/S unused (2), Gambia, Ghana, Syria, Dubai, Basutoland, S & C Americas P/S cards, USA, all periods and so much more,
ideal for retail, QTY.
£ 200
62 Large collection of approx. two hundred and fifty covers and postcards includes 1874-1974 Winston Churchill first
day covers in small box. Hungary postcards of famous paintings and United States covers.
£ 32
63 Selection of eleven covers and postcards including, 1943 France strip of five 1f50+3f.50 on cover to Switzerland, 1943
Argentina registered cover to England, four the Republic of Central Africa fdc and 1943 Dominica cover to USA.
£ 24
64 Six world covers includes 1937 Netherlands cover to Netherland Indies, 1939 Oslo Norway to Amsterdam boxed
special air cancel and 1942 South Africa illustrated cover with 3d.
£ 25
POSTCARDS
65 A mixed collection of forty postcards mostly connected to indoor games. Includes seventeen Chess Postcards from
Stockholm and Finland plus thirteen postcards from the Casino in Monte Carlo.
£ 20
REVENUES & CINDERELLA
66 Uniface 2-Shilling Banknote, February 1900, serial no. B10304, coat of arms centre, ""Issued by the Authority of
Colonel R.S.S. Baden-Powell (Commanding the Rhodesian Forces)"" above ""This voucher is Good for the sum of 2s. And
will be exchanged for coin at the MAFEKING BRANCH of the STANDARD BANK, on the resumption of Civil Law""
, signed by Greener, the chief Paymaster, embossed revenue stamp at centre. Straight sides. No holes. Several folds and
creases has been repaired a lovely version very rare item
£ 230
THEMATICS
67 3D Stamps x 5 different sets from Umm Al Qiwain each in original cellophane packets for Dogs, Birds, Sports &
Animals, crazy gets your eyes!
£ 10

68 BOXING: 1965 A set of perforated mint labels showing heavyweight World Champions from John L Sulliivan to
Cassius clay number 1 to 23 engraved by Czeslaw Slania and were used as part of a bid to win a US Postal Service
Engraving contract.
£ 60
69 DIANA 1998 Special velvet binder issued by Crown Agents & Benham with a nice range of gold foil special covers
for Diana's Death each with Br. C/W miniature sheet plus extra M/S U/M for each country Ascension to Uganda. Attractive
lot, c51 covers.
£ 28
70 HISTORY OF WWII Westminster binder with special pages and nice range of coin covers (GBP Face £28), plus 1946
Victory omnibus sets mint, etc.
£ 34
71 Mammals: An interesting collection devoted to Cows, buffalo, bulls, cattle, sheep or goats, a magnificent range of
worldwide stamps on stockpages in a bursting springback album and on leaves includes many covers, FDCs, cards, P/S
cards, noted Rhodesia to £1, China, Japan, Bhutan 3D incl on FDC, setenant strips, blocks incl on FDC, very colourful and
interesting lot, not seen very often.
£ 35
72 Mammals: An interesting collection devoted to HORSES on stamps, a magnificent range of worldwide stamps on
stockpages in a bursting springback album and on leaves includes many covers, FDCs, cards, P/S cards, noted race horses,
seahorses, coach and horses, setenant strips, blocks incl on FDC, special event covers and cards etc, very colourful and
interesting lot, not seen very often.
£ 35
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73 Mammals: An interesting collection devoted to mammals on stamps, a magnificent range of worldwide stamps on
stockpages in a bursting springback album and on leaves includes many covers, FDCs, cards, P/S cards, noted sea
mammals, whales and dolphins, bears of all types, small mammals incl ferrets, mongoose, polecats, hyenas and other dog
types, setenant strips, blocks incl on FDC, special event covers and cards etc, very colourful and interesting lot, not seen
very often.
£ 35
74 Mammals: An interesting collection devoted to mammals on stamps, a magnificent range of worldwide stamps on
stockpages in a bursting springback album and on leaves includes many covers, FDCs, cards, P/S cards, noted Lions,
Tigers, Leopards, Walrus & Seals incl TAAF, Falkland Is., Antarctic covers, Elephants, setenant strips, blocks incl on FDC,
special event covers and cards etc, very colourful and interesting lot, not seen very often.
£ 35
75 Mammals: An interesting collection devoted to mammals on stamps, a magnificent range of worldwide stamps on
stockpages in a bursting springback album and on leaves includes many covers, FDCs, cards, P/S cards, noted Hippos,
Rhinos, Pigs incl China 1960 set used, Camels, Deer, Lamas, Antelopes, S. Rhodesia £1 mint, Ghana to £1, setenant strips,
blocks incl on FDC, special event covers and cards etc, very colourful and interesting lot, not seen very often.
£ 35
76 Mammals: An interesting collection devoted to Monkeys, Horses, Wild cats, Rhinos, anything mammal connected,
a magnificent range of worldwide stamps on stockpages in a bursting springback album and on leaves includes many
covers, FDCs, cards, P/S cards, noted Hong Kong 2004 Golder, Disney, Gambia, Lesotho, Oman, Comores, European
areas etc, very colourful and interesting lot, not seen very often.
£ 35
77 World Wildlife Fund - Two special albums and slipcases with English printed pages profusely illustrated and written
up as issued including Nile Crocodile, Bongo, Pygmy Hippopotamus, Dalmatian Pelican, Jamaican Boa, Gorilla, Wolf etc,
second album has been split and damaged on the spine, attractive and interesting lot. 2 Albums.
£ 25
ZEPPELIN FLIGHTS
78 1912 (11 Jun) Schwaben Zeppelin LZ-10 flight card Frankfurt Rhein am Main bearing 5pf green and additional 10pf
airmail adhs both tied special cancels, very fine, Michel I.
£ 35

79 USA: 1933 (25 Oct) Plain cover AKRON to Albany bearing 50c green Zeppelin adhs tied wavy line machine cancel
and cachet in violet CENTURY OF PROGRESS EXPOSITION - DISPATCHED FROM AKRON, horiz fold otherwise
fine. Sieger 244c.
£ 50
ALBANIA
80 1921 No posthorn ovpt, but BESA ovpt set of 6 hinged mint, Scott 135/140 Cat $93.

£ 24

81 1931 Air overprint set to 2f brown hinged mint, fine , SG 295/300 Cat £202.

£ 48

ANTARCTICA
82 Great Britain: 1921-22 Shackleton-Rowett Expedition: 1912-24 GB KGV 1½d brown blk of 4, with 2 strikes of
'TRISTAN DA CUNHA' cachet & central 'SR ANTARCTIC EXPEDITION 1921' cds. VFU, some perfs rejoined. Very
rare as only 284 of this value used by the expedition.
£ 750
ANTIGUA
83 1863-1935 Fine used range on a printed album page from an old time collection including 1863 1d vermilion, 6d green,
1873 1d & 6d, 1879 4d blue, 1882 set 3, 1883 2½d & 4d, 1903 set to 1s, 1921 set to 1s, 1932 Tercentenary set but CDS
cancels not guaranteed (5s is pulled perfs and indistinct CDS), etc useful lot STC £690+. (51).
£ 175

84 1863-1969 Collection on Scott printed leaves mainly mint, or used for earlier including 1863 1d dull rose unused (cat
£120 mint), 6d green used, 1876 1d, 6d used (2), 1879 4d blue used, 1884 to 4d mint, 1903 Arms to 3d m & u, 1921-22
5s green and red on yellow f.u. (cat £50), 1948 RSW set mint, 1953 set to $4.80 mainly mint, 1966 set, etc nice collection
with a useful cat value.
£ 95
85 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used mainly fine, SG 91/4.

£ 10

86 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 91/4.

£ 55

ARGENTINA
87 1858-1974 Collection in Scott printed album with a useful mint and used assembly on printed leaves, noted 1858 5c
& 15c, 1873 to 90c, 1870-1880s defins, 1899 to 1p & 20p (perfin), 1908 to 1p, 1910 to 1p, 1912 to 5p, (20p perfin), 1935
Exhib. M/S mint, 1939 CYTRA M/S mint (tones), 1940 Phil. Expo. M/S, 1948 Bicent. M/S, airs, semi postals etc, useful
lot for expansion. Very low starting price.
£ 125
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88 1859-60 Buenos Aires Liberty SPIRO Forgery 1peso blue complete sheet of 25 with diamond dotted postmarks on
brownish paper and a nice album piece for Argentina collector.
£ 75
89 1859-60 Buenos Aires Liberty SPIRO Forgery 1peso pink blue complete sheet of 25 with diamond dotted postmarks
on brownish paper, short corner and a nice album piece for Argentina collector.
£ 75
90 1859-60 Buenos Aires Liberty SPIRO Forgery 2peso blue complete sheet of 25 with diamond dotted postmarks on
brownish paper and a nice album piece for Argentina collector.
£ 75
91 1859-60 Buenos Aires Liberty SPIRO Forgery 2peso pink blue complete sheet of 25 with diamond dotted postmarks
on brownish paper, short corner and a nice album piece for Argentina collector.
£ 75
92 1859-60 Buenos Aires Liberty SPIRO Forgery 4r green complete sheet of 25 with diamond dotted postmarks on
brownish paper and a nice album piece for Argentina collector.
£ 75
ASCENSION
93 1863-1935 Fine used range on printed album pages from an old time collection including 1863 1d & 6d, 1882 1s CA,
1884 to 6d, 1902 4d orange (cat £60), 1s grey-black and carmine f.u. (cat £55), 1906 set of 4 (cat £70), 1912 ½d to 4d
& 1s (cat £83), 1916 Staircase set to 3s (cat £110), 1918 War Tax 1s (SG 95 cat £160 as is), 1920 Tercent. set (cat £55),
1931 Seal 2s & 3s, 1935 Silver Jubilee set (cat £40). Useful lot STC £645. (63).
£ 150

94 1863-1935 Fine used range on printed album pages from an old time collection including 1922 Overprints ½d to 2d,
1s black on green, 1924-33 Badge 8 vals to 1s, + 2s fiscal used, 1934 set to 1s, 1935 Silver Jubilee set (cat £110). Useful
lot STC £460. (27).
£ 140
95 1922 Badge of St Helena 2d black and grey fine used small CDS showing BLOT ON SCROLL Variety, fine, SG 4b.
Cat £650. Scarce.
£ 325
96 1922-48 Clean Mint and Used Collection mounted on Scott pages, mint includes: 1922 ½d-1½d, 3d-2s, (cat £150),
& 1s (SG 9), both mint and used, 1924-33 ½d-3d, 5d-3s (cat £300), 1934 set (cat £120), 1935 SJ set m (cat £55), 1938-53
vals to 10s plus perf varieties, a nice mint collection, generally Fine to Very Fine appearance. Good catalogued lot.
£ 300
97 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine hinged mint from an old time collectors hoard, SG 31/4.

£ 28

98 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time collectors hoard, SG 31/4.

£ 48

99 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 31/4.

£ 275

AUSTRALIA
100 1913-1935 Early mint & used collection on printed Imperial leaves with better content throughout including Roos
to 1s used, GV to 1/4d used, later Roos to 5s used, 1930s commem sets used, 1935 Silver Jubilee set m, a few printed OS
officials to 1s mainly mint, useful cat value, (c135), ideal to fill those gaps.
£ 80

101 1914 Kookaburra 6d Engraved Plate 1 in a superb (part imprint) block of 4 very fresh unmounted mint. ACSC 60z
Cat $3750 as a block of 8 (this a superb block of 4). Lovely example.
£ 800
102 1915 Narrow Crown 6d ultramarine fine hinged mint, very fresh, SG 38.

£ 32

103 1928 Kookaburra 3d blue Miniature sheet of 4 upper marginal unmounted mint, light brownish gum. SG 106A cat
£120 for mint, good premium for unmounted mint. ACSC 133MS cat $370.
£ 120
104 1935 CofA Wmk £1 grey sound used with three CDS cancels, pulled perf at left otherwise sound, SG 137 Cat £275.
£ 60
105 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 3 fine hinged mint in superb blocks of 4, lovely positional items, from an old time
collectors hoard, SG 156/8.
£ 85
106 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 3 fine used from an old time collectors hoard, SG 156/8.

£ 18

107 1947 Registered typed illustrated souvenir cover celebrating the 150th anniversary of Newcastle with set of three
addressed to Switzerland. SG 219-221
£ 14
108 1971 Christmas Setenant sheet of 50 unmounted mint containing 4 of the key 7c SG 504. Some perf splits, nice
looking sheet, SG 498/504.
£ 28
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109 1984-1986 FRAMA Machine labels interesting collection of unmounted mint series from different machine codes
(GPO 2000 Sydney, 2601 Canberra, 3000 Melbourne, 4000 Brisbane, 5000 Adelaide, 6000 Perth, 7000 Hobart), for 30c
& 33c values, also run of different issues on First Day Covers (green back 25 FDCs), Platypus series (55) etc, intr lot.
£ 40
AUSTRALIAN STATES
110 Balance of a large Imperial album with smaller country ranges on printed leaves mint and used including NSW
Registered imperf, vals to 5s purple, officials, Tasmania Chalon imperfs (12 to 1s), Views sets used, W. Australia perf
issues, Queensland Chalons to £1 m & u etc, useful group to fill those gaps.
£ 48

111 New South Wales: Half-Penny on 1d grey in a superb bottom marginal imprint block of 15, the stamps are unmounted
mint, a few perf splits with margin imprint POSTAGE ONE PENN.. nice positional piece, SG 266.
£ 50
112 Tasmania: Stamp Duty 1s rose-pink hinged mint with fresh appearance, SG F29 Cat £150.

£ 75

113 Victoria: 1850s-1900 Early mint & used collection on printed Imperial leaves with odd better content including
Imperfs 1d rose, 3d blue, 2d brown (2), later 2d brown (2), good range of earlier imperfs and perf issues to 5s, 1880s
mainly complete for different printings to 2s, 1901 to 5s, 1897 Charity sets of 2 mint, useful cat value, ideal to fill those
gaps.
£ 100
114 Victoria: 1852 2d blue a nice neat two good margin example with full strike of 1V oval cancel in black and PAID
handstamp in red, lovely looker, SG 11.
£ 36
115 Western Australia: 1895 Half-Penny on 2d pale brown in a bottom marginal block of 4, the stamps are unmounted
mint, the margin has paper hinge remain, very fresh, SG 110.
£ 40
AUSTRIA
116 1858-1984 Collection mainly used on annotated pages in a display folder including many useful earlier noted 1858-9
Emperor Embossed set to 15kr incl 3kr black (2), & 3kr green, plus 2kr shades, 1860-61 Oval set to 15kr, 1858 Newspaper
stamps in blue and lilac, 1861 1.05kr lilac, 1867 set to 50kr coarse printing, 1874-80 set to 50kr fine printing, 1873-4
Telegraph to 2Fl, 1890 to 2G plus perfs and shades, 1891 set to 50kr plus shades, 1899-1902 New Currency set to 4kr,
1901-04 to 72h plus perfs and shades, 1908-13 set to 2kr, 1910 Birthday set to 1k mint, 1916-18 set to 10kr plus shades
and papers etc. Nearly all stamps are different for shades and perfs, printings etc, mainly good to fine mint & used STC
€5600+.
£ 800

117 1906 (25 Oct) Parcel Post 10h blue printed card uprated with 10h & 20h defins tied octagonal barred KLEIN
BOROWITZ / 2 cancels addr to Rumburg and two different arrival backstamps for 26th & 27th October. Few minor corner
bends or marks otherwise nice uprated parcel card.
£ 75
118 1908 (29 Jul) Printed illustrated cover (front and back) roughly opened envelope from Semmering with buildings
illustrated in dark blue addressed to Karlsbad bearing 5h green vertical pair tied boxed SMMERING 1 cancels in black,
attractive cover.
£ 24
119 1910 80th Birthday of Francis Joseph I 2k green and red fine used decent full strike of WIEN 3 VIII 10 CDS cancel,
fine, SG 237 Cat £400.
£ 100
120 1916 (29 Oct) Franci Joseph 1848-1908 attractive engraved preprinted 5h green postal stationery postcard bearing
black and white VIERBLATTRIGER KLEE illustrated poster stamp (light pink staining) tied incomplete CDS in black,
pretty item.
£ 28
121 1916 (8 May) Postcard of Joseph I sent Bochfliess to Vienna bearing 5h green block of 4 tied CDS and two labels
affixed on the left for Deutscher Schul Verien (German School Association) 2h fund raising label and red arms imperf label
for KK Reichshaupt alongside neither are tied but used to raise funds for the School Association which promoted German
history and bias.
£ 28
122 1955 10th anniversary of the re-establishment of the Austrian Republic set of five on typed registered cover. SG
1269-1273
£ 20
123 1955-67 Twenty first day covers plus nine other covers. Includes 1968 Swissair postcard with block of four 3s Red
cross, 1966 Christmas fdc and 1966 Children's fdc.
£ 20
124 1968 Six registered illustrated Balloon Post covers with air stamps from Vienna used locally.

£ 20

125 A selection of approx. seventeen Austria covers with various stamps and postmark interest.

£ 12
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126 Stockpages with a nice mainly unmounted mint collection of sets and ranges to 1983 including defins to 10s,
Costumes to 5s, Views set to 5s, airs to 5s, 1920 air surcharges and earlier 1920s defins both perf and imperf, useful lot.
£ 45
BAHAMAS
127 1862-1969 Collection on Scott printed leaves mainly mint, or used for earlier including 1862-75 range of Chalon
heads 1d red (6), 4d rose, 6d lilac (2), 1s green (2), EDVII to 1s m 7 u, 1903 2s black & blue nice f.u. (cat £60), GV to
5s m & u, War Tax issues, 1921-20 Wmk Script 2s & 3s mint (cat £77), GVI to 5s, 1942 Columbus set mint (cat £80),
1948 Tercent. set mint (cat £75), 1964 ovpt set u/m (cat £32), etc nice collection with a high cat value.
£ 200

128 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time collectors hoard, SG 141/4.

£ 16

129 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 141/4.

£ 80

BARBADOS
130 1852-1935 Fine used range on printed album pages from an old time collection including 1855 (1d) blue, 1858 6d
rose, 1861 ½d & 1d, & 1s black, 1875 to 1s mauve, 1882 set to 1s, 1892 Seal 8 vals to 10d, 1897 Diamond Jubilee set
to 5d & 2/6 (indistinct cancel), 1907 Wmk MCA 2d & 6d (cat £64), 1907 Nelson 2½d (cat £50), 1912-16 9 vals to 2s (cat
£144), 1916 Seahorses set to 1s (cat £96), 1920 Victory set to 1s, 1921-24 small seahorses 3d-1s MCA, MSCA set to 6d
& 2s1925 set to 3s, 1935 Silver Jubilee set (cat £45). Useful lot STC £1175. (109).
£ 250

131 1859-1969 Collection on Scott printed leaves mainly mint, or used for earlier including 1861 6d rose-red f.u., 1875
to 1s, 1882-86 8 values to 1s mint (cat £255), 1892 seahorses 8d & 10d mint, 1897 large seahorses to 5d mainly mint, 1904
to 6d, 1909-10 to 1s m & u, 1939 Tercent. set m, etc nice collection with a good cat value.
£ 165
132 1882 2½d ultramarine hinged mint, gentle corner bend otherwise find and fresh, SG 93 Cat £120.

£ 28

133 1886 5s bistre top value hinged mint part original gum, mainly sound, SG 103 cat £170.

£ 36

134 1906 Nelson Centenary ½d black and pale green unmounted mint showing watermark inverted and reverse variety,
some light toning and couple of perf splits otherwise a scarce multiple, SG 146 y Cat £600.
£ 200
135 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time collectors hoard, SG 241/4.

£ 18

136 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 241/4. £ 110
BASUTOLAND
137 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time collectors hoard, SG 11/14.

138 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 11/14.

£8
£ 60

139 1936 (31 Dec) 1935 Silver Jubilee set on registered cover to London tied MASERU CDS cancels, and regd h/s in
violet No. 3150, few marks otherwise mainly fine, SG 11/14.
£ 25
BECHUANALAND
140 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time collectors hoard, SG 111/14.

£ 14

141 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 111/14. £ 175
BELGIUM
142 1849 Leopold 10c brown attractive PAIR fine used oval barred cancels almost good margins on three sides just
touching on fourth in top right corner, lovely pair, Yvert 1. Cat €200.
£ 30

143 1858 1c green attractive 2-3 margin example with neat ANVERS sock on the nose CDS, just touching into at top right
corner, sound, Yvert 9 Cat €165.
£ 25
144 1910-1911 Brussels Exposition Complete set of 24 tabbed hinged mint St Martin & the Beggar series (Charleroi
shaded 5c is fine used but same cat value) with key 2c 1911 SG 118 thinned at top from hinge removal, nice assembly
neatly arranged on an album page with a huge catalogue value, most are sound, SG 109/132 Cat £754.
£ 250
145 1914 Red Cross Merode Monument set of 3 on one small piece cancelled LE HAVRE SPECIAL SEINE INFre 1312-14 CDS cancels, fine SG 151/153, Cat £112.
£ 25
146 1914-15 Both large and small Red Cross Albert I both sets of 3 on paper cancelled LE HAVRE SPECIAL SEINE
INFre 1-2-16 or 13-12-14 CDS cancels, fine, Yvert 129/134 cat €135.
£ 32
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147 1915 5 Franken blue tied on paper by STE ADDRESSE / BELGE - BELGISCHE POST / 10 - V / 16 CDS cancel,
mainly fine, SG 193 Cat £225.
£ 55
148 1918 Red Cross surcharge 2f + 2f green tied on paper by STE ADDRESSE / BELGE - BELGISCHE POST / 22 1 / 18 CDS cancel, mainly fine, SG 233 Cat £140.
£ 48
149 1918 Red Cross surcharge set to 1f + 1f grey each value tied on paper by STE ADDRESSE / BELGE - BELGISCHE
POST / 22 - 1 / 18 CDS cancels, mainly fine, SG 222/232 Cat £190. (11).
£ 65
150 1920 Typed cover with 1fr, 50c and 25c cancelled with Val Saint-Lambert addressed to new York USA.

£ 18

151 1921 Albert I 50c dark blue Philatelic Exposition sheetlet of 25 CTO used with Expo cancel 29 V 1921 various
creases and bends and few thins otherwise nice block, Yvert Cat €140.
£ 25
152 1931 Albert I complete set of 9 values to 10f red hinged mint, fine, Yvert 317/324 Cat €110.

£ 38

153 1931 Disabled Soldier's Relief Fund Miniature sheet fine CTO used 18.8.31 Brussels Philatelic Exhibition CDS
cancels, few bends otherwise sound. Fine SG MS 592 Cat £325.
£ 85
154 1933 Anti TB Symbol set of 7 hinged mint, 75c + 15c sepia is unused and thinned (not counted) all others fine &
sound, SG 646/652 Cat £265.
£ 85
155 1933 First flight typed cover with 50c and 35c from Belgium to Rotterdam.

£ 18

156 1934 Typed registered Brussels cover with 1930 Air stamps and 1935 Expo stamps on cover to Switzerland.
£ 16

157 1937 Eugene Ysaye Memorial Fund Miniature sheet fine CTO used 15.9.37 CDS cancels for 1st Day. Fine SG MS
797.
£ 30
158 1946-47 War Victim's Relief sets incl 1946 set 5 hinged mint, 1947 set mainly U/M incl top value, fine, SG 1188/94,
1207/1211 Cat £120.
£ 35
159 1948 25th anniversary of Sabena illustrated typed cover with 6f with special cachets. Includes information insert card.
£ 20
160 1948 Antwerp & Liege Monuments Funds set of 2 hinged mint, fresh, SG 1253/4, cat £99.

£ 26

161 1948 National Industries set of 12 mainly unmounted mint, 2.50fr & 3fr are hinged, all very fresh, SG 1217/1228.
Cat £92.
£ 32
162 1949 Balloon first flight from Bregenz on postal Stationery 30G with uprated stamps. sent to Germany.

£ 15

163 1949 Belgian Stamp Centenary complete set of 5 including Air 50f brown hinged mint, fine, SG 1271/1275. £ 30
164 1949 Portraits set of 5 hinged mint, fresh, SG 1302/6, cat £85.

£ 25

165 1950 Anti TB & other Funds set of 7 unmounted mint, fine, SG 1326/1332.

£ 25

166 1950 European Athletic Championships Miniature Sheet hinged mint, fine, SG MS 1316.

£ 38

167 1950 European Athletic Championships set of 6 unmounted mint, fine, SG 1311/15, cat £114.

£ 38

168 1951 50 Years Aero Club Royal set of 5 labels unused to commemorate 1901-1951 Balloon BELGICA labels each
10fr + 10fr in red, blue (2 shades) green and orange, plus a nice Aero Club illustrated FDC with 20c tied special cancel
and Balloon label tied special illus cancel, very fine. (5 labels and one cover).
£ 35
169 1951 Anti TB and other Funds set of 8 unmounted mint, fine, SG 1381/1388 Cat £83

£ 30

170 1951 Political Prisoners' National Monument Fund set of 4 unmounted mint, fine, SG 1372/4. Cat £86.

£ 28

171 1951 Queen Elisabeth Medical Foundation Fund set of 5 unmounted mint, 8fr + 4f is lightly mounted, fine, SG
1376/80 Cat £162.
£ 55
172 1952 13th UPU Congress set of 12 unmounted mint, most are affected by bending from the original mounts otherwise
fine, SG 1398/1409. Cat £410.
£ 75
173 1952 25th Anniv. of Cardinalate of Primate of Belgium scarce miniature sheet unmounted mint, couple of gum bends
otherwise fine and scarce, SG MS 1392. Cat £600
£ 225
174 1952 Culture Fund Writers set of 6 unmounted mint, fine, SG 1410/1415 Cat £150.
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£ 60

175 1952 Diptyques horizontal pairs Culture Fund Writers set of 2 with +9fr vignette label attached to 4f & 8f both
unmounted mint, 8f has one gum spot otherwise fine, Yvert 898/99 Cat €300.
£ 110
176 1953 European Child Welfare Fund set of 3 in unmounted mint horizontal PAIRS, 80c + 20c low value has short
corner otherwise fine, SG 1482/1484 cat £175.
£ 70
177 1953 King Baudouin 9f black-olive black mounted mint in two spots, key stamp, SG 1468 Cat £140.

£ 32

178 1953 Red Cross National disaster Fund set of 6 unmounted mint (low value 80c in mounted), fine, SG 1436/1441
cat £85.
£ 34
179 1953 Tourist Propaganda & Cultural Funds set of 6 unmounted mint, fine, SG 1442/7 cat £117.

£ 48

180 1954 Anti TB & other Funds set of 6 unmounted mint (80c + 20c black is mounted) SG 1543/1548 Cat £52.
£ 20

181 1954 Beguinage of Bruges Restoration Fund 9f + 4f50 blue top value fine mint SG 1539 Cat £90.

£ 28

182 EXTENSIVE COLLECTION in four well filled old time binders with useful content throughout including 1849
Epaulettes 10c (3), 20c (2), 1851 10c, 20c (2), 40c red, 1861 Medallion 1c green unused, 10c (3), 20c (7), 40c, 1863 perf
to 40c, turn of the century incl Sunday labels m & u, 1916 to 10f brown tied on paper by STE ADDRESSE CDS's, 1919
Tin Hat to 1f m & u, 1925 set to 5f black mint, huge amount of 1930s sets mint, unmounted mint & used, Anti TB special
pages with sets affixed, back of the book in another binder incl Railway Parcels, airs, precancels, another overfull binder
with many postal stationery covers, cards from 1910 to 1940s, massive range of commem sets to 1988, huge amount of
material here needs rehousing, 1000s.
£ 500
BERMUDA
183 1865-1935 Fine used range on printed album pages from an old time collection including 1865 1d (2), 2d, 3d, 6d
& 1s, 1884 set to 1s brown (cat £95), 1902-10 Dry Dock set 12, 1918 5s fiscal used, 1920-21 Tercent. set 9 (cat £325
some cancels not guaranteed), 1921 Tercent. 1d-3d & 6d, 1922-34 almost complete to 1s, 1924 10s fiscal used, 1935
Silver Jubilee set (cat £50), 1936 set of 9. Useful lot STC £560+ not including 1920 set, (79).
£ 150

184 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine hinged mint from an old time collectors hoard, SG 94/7.

£ 10

185 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time collectors hoard, SG 94/7.

£ 20

186 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 94/7.

£ 100

187 1944 King George VI airmail censored cover with four values and cancelled by Ireland Island on cover to England.
£ 16
BRITISH ANTARC. TERR.
188 1963 Complete set to £1 black and light blue fine used first day of issue CDS's for Deception Island, fine, SG 1/15
Cat £130.
£ 46
BRITISH EAST AFRICA
189 1895-96 Fine used range on a stockcard including 1895-96 ½a green to 2a6p & 4a olive-green, 1896-1901 QV set
to 8a fine used SG 65/74 cat £155. (17).
£ 30

190 1897-1903 QV Lions 10R yellow-bistre high value very fine hinged mint. SG 97. Lovely fresh appearance. £ 275
BRITISH GUIANA
191 1860s-1935 Early mint & used collection on printed Imperial leaves with odd better content including a few earlies
to 24c, 1889 to 96c m & u, middle values for 1890s to GV, 1934 vals to $1 used, 1935 Silver Jubilee set mint, useful cat
value, (c105), ideal to fill those gaps.
£ 48

192 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine hinged mint from an old time collectors hoard, SG 301/4.

£ 12

193 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time collectors hoard, SG 301/4.

£ 14

194 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 301/4. £ 100
BRITISH HONDURAS
195 1935 (11 May) 1935 Silver Jubilee set on registered and illustrated (GV photo) typed cover to New York tied
REGISTRATION BELIZE CDS cancels, few marks otherwise mainly fine, SG 143/6.
£ 25

196 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine hinged mint from an old time collectors hoard, SG 143/6.
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£8

197 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time collectors hoard, SG 143/6.

£ 10

198 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 143/6.

£ 85

BRITISH LEVANT
199 1887-96 '40 PARAS' opt QV 2½d purple on blue, error opt DOUBLE. VFU. SG 4a cat £2500. Very rare genuine
example. BPA photo cert.
£ 1250

200 1916 Salonica Provisional 'Levant' opt on GB KGV 1d red, issued at British FPO Salonica (now Thessaloniki,
Greece). Very fine & fresh hinged mint. SG S2 Cat £70. Rare genuine as only 360 sets printed & dangerous forgeries are
plentiful. Expertised on reverse with copy of 2007 BPA photo certificate. Rare.
£ 42
201 1916 Salonica Provisional 'Levant' opt on GB KGV 1s bistre, issued at British FPO Salonica (now Thessaloniki,
Greece). Very fine & fresh hinged mint. SG S8 Cat £350. Rare genuine as only 360 sets printed & dangerous forgeries are
plentiful. Expertised on reverse with copy of 2007 BPA photo certificate. Rare.
£ 210
202 1916 Salonica Provisional 'Levant' opt on GB KGV 2d orange, issued at British FPO Salonica (now Thessaloniki,
Greece). Very fine & fresh hinged mint. SG S3 Cat £200. Rare genuine as only 360 sets printed & dangerous forgeries are
plentiful. Expertised on reverse with copy of 2007 BPA photo certificate. Rare.
£ 120
203 1916 Salonica Provisional 'Levant' opt on GB KGV 3d violet, issued at British FPO Salonica (now Thessaloniki,
Greece). Very fine & fresh hinged mint. SG S4 Cat £160. Rare genuine as only 360 sets printed & dangerous forgeries are
plentiful. Expertised on reverse with copy of 2007 BPA photo certificate. Rare.
£ 95
204 1916 Salonica Provisional 'Levant' opt on GB KGV 4d grey-green, issued at British FPO Salonica (now Thessaloniki,
Greece). Very fine & fresh hinged mint. SG S5 Cat £190. Rare genuine as only 360 sets printed & dangerous forgeries are
plentiful. Expertised on reverse with copy of 2007 BPA photo certificate. Rare.
£ 110
205 1916 Salonica Provisional 'Levant' opt on GB KGV 6d purple, issued at British FPO Salonica (now Thessaloniki,
Greece). Very fine & fresh hinged mint. SG S6 Cat £110. Rare genuine as only 360 sets printed & dangerous forgeries are
plentiful. Expertised on reverse with copy of 2007 BPA photo certificate. Rare.
£ 65
206 1916 Salonica Provisional 'Levant' opt on GB KGV 9d agate, issued at British FPO Salonica (now Thessaloniki,
Greece). Very fine & fresh hinged mint. SG S7 Cat £400. Rare genuine as only 360 sets printed & dangerous forgeries are
plentiful. Expertised on reverse with copy of 2007 BPA photo certificate. Rare.
£ 240
BRITISH VIRGIN IS.
207 1866-1968 Collection on Scott printed leaves mainly mint, or used for earlier including QV 1866 1d green mint, 1952
GVI set to $4.80 unmounted mint (cat £50), 1956 set mint (cat £110), 1962 New Currency set mint, 1964 almost complete
to $2.80 U/M cat £80 (missing 3c cat £4.75), etc, nice collection.
£ 100

208 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine hinged mint from an old time collectors hoard, SG 103/6.

£ 10

209 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine hinged mint in superb blocks of 4, lovely positional items, from an old time
collectors hoard, SG 103/6.
£ 50
210 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time collectors hoard, SG 103/6.

£ 22

211 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 103/6. £ 110
BRUNEI
212 1906-1933 Fine used range on printed album page from an old time collection including 1906 8c black & vermilion,
1907 3 vals to 4c, 1908 8 vals to 25c, 1922 Exhibition ovpts 4c & 5c (postmarks not guaranteed cat £120 if correct), 192433 13 values to 50c. Useful little lot STC £115. (27).
£ 28

213 1947 1c chocolate in two panes of 25 each making complete sheet of 50 complete with marginal markings, fine
unmounted mint, SG 79.
£ 12
BURMA
214 1897 Jubilee 15c slate very fine fresh hinged mint, SG 132 cat £140.

£ 28

215 1937 GV 1r chocolate and green very fine fresh hinged mint, SG 13.

£ 28
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CANADA
216 1850s-1935 Early mint & used collection on printed Imperial leaves with odd better content including QV small
heads to 10c used, 1897 Jubilee 3c & 5c mint, EDVII to 20c used, good range of mainstream GV defins to 50c used, plus
coils used, 1935-36 to $1 used, useful cat value, (c200), ideal to fill those gaps.
£ 85

217 1858-1935 Mint & fine used range on printed album pages from an old time collection including 1859 1c red, 5c
beaver, 12½c green, 1860s-90 medium heads to 10c (cat minimum £150), 1893 20c & 50c (cat £110), 1897 Jubilee mint
/ unused ½c to 3c, 6c, 10c, 15c, 20c & 50c (cat £825 mint), small range of GV to 50c etc. Useful little lot STC £1190. (78).
£ 150
218 1868-71 15c dull grey-purple mint part original gum, some tones on gum and hinge remains but lovely fresh looker,
SG 61c Cat £325.
£ 36
219 1893 50c blue mint part original gum, some tones and heavy thinning and hinge remains but high cat value, SG 116
Cat £275.
£ 25
220 1930-39 Three Canada covers include 1930 first flight Winnipeg to Calgary, 1939 first flight Montreal to
Southampton and 1939 cover from Toronto with six Air Stamps.
£ 25
221 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 6 fine hinged mint from an old time collectors hoard, SG 335/40.

£ 16

222 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 6 fine hinged mint in superb blocks of 4, lovely positional items, from an old time
collectors hoard, SG 335/40.
£ 75
223 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 6 fine used from an old time collectors hoard, SG 335/40.

£ 12

CANADA - PROVINCES
224 1935 Silver Jubilee set in blocks of 4 mint / unmounted mint, fine, SG 250/3.

£ 20

225 British Columbia: 1868 5c red surcharge in black with part blue cancel, large closed tear and other faults but nice
spacefiller, SG 23 Cat £1200.
£ 48
226 Newfoundland: 1857-1935 A nice fine used range including 1857 1d brown-purple (cat £250), 1860 3d green triangle
(cat £190), 1866 to 24c, 1870 12c chestnut used, 10c black, 1868 5c black (SG 38 Cat £110), 1868-90 much complete
used, 1897 400th Anniv. set used (minus 35c, cat £230), 1897-1918 set 5, 1910 1c, 2c, 5c, 10c & 12c heavy used, 1911
Coronation 7 vals to 10c, 1919 Caribou set of 12 (cat £350), 1920 2c on 30c, 1923-24 set of 14 (cat £250), 1928-29 10
vals to 30c (cat £200), 1931 8 values to 15c (cat £210+), 1932 set 12, 1933 ovpt 15c, 1933 Gilbert 11 vals to 20c, etc, nice
with huge cat value in excess of £2500.
£ 500
227 Newfoundland: 1862s-1935 Early mint & used collection on printed Imperial leaves with odd better content including
1862 6d rose-lake used, 1865 10c black & 12c red-brown used, 24c blue f.u., roulette vals to 5c used, 1880 to 5c used,
1897 Discovery vals to 15c m & u, 1897 4c & 5c mint, 1911 Coronation 8c-15c mint (cat £195), 1919 Caribou 9 vals to
36c m & u (cat £100), 1920 3c on 15c type B used, 1923 12 vals to 12c m & u, 1935 SJ set used, etc useful cat value, ideal
to fill those gaps.
£ 125
228 Newfoundland: 1919 $1 on 15c bright scarlet fine used decent CDS, expertised on reverse, SG 143 Cat £150.
£ 50

229 Newfoundland: 1932 Airmail $1.50 on $1 Dornier DO-X Flight issue superb unmounted mint (never hinged), Scott
#C12, cat $425.
£ 175
230 Newfoundland: 1935 (13 Nov) 1935 Silver Jubilee set on printed cover to USA tied large violet ST JOHN'S, N.F
double ring CDS's, nice range of transit and arrival backstamps. SG 250/3.
£ 25
231 Newfoundland: 1935 (28 Jun) 1935 Silver Jubilee set on printed TRANSATLANTIC FIRST FLIGHT printed cover
to USA tied BOTWOOD double ring CDS's, single line SPECIAL DELIVERY h/s in violet and flight crossed out and
Newfoundland to New York in pencil alongside. Attr cover. SG 250/3.
£ 25
232 Newfoundland: 1936 (10 Feb) 1935 Silver Jubilee set on typed cover to USA tied large green oval NFLD P.O. DEPT
/ NORTH SYDNEY cancels plus similar oval cancel then signed in ink (postmaster?), fine, SG 250/3.
£ 30
233 Newfoundland: 1936 (20 Nov) 1935 Silver Jubilee set on local cover to Robinsons Station tied large black POST
OFFICE / SANDYPOINT CDS cancels, nice arrival backstamp, fine, SG 250/3.
£ 25
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234 Newfoundland: Mint & some used collection on leaves in 22 ring binder with better pickings throughout including
1862 4d rose-lake, 6d rose-lake, 1/- rose-lake all fine 4 margins, 1865-70 2c green, 12c red-brown used, 24c blue used,
1870 set 3 m & u, 1868 1c, 3c blue, 5c & 6c used, rouletted 1c mint, 2c used, 1880 set m & u, 1887 new colours set m
& u, 1894 ½c black, 6c & 12c mint, 1896 set mainly used, 1897 set 14 mixed m & u, 1910-11 mixed m & u for both
printings to 15c black, or 15c slate-green, 1911 Coronation set 11 almost mint (couple low vals used cat £250), 1919
Caribou set to 36c m & u, top vals mint, 1920 surchs m & u, 1923 set of 14 mint from 9c onwards, 1928 Publicity issue
set 15 mint from 4c (14c used), 1929 set to 20c mint from 6c, 1931 air 15c & 50c m, 1931 set of 11 mainly mint, 1932
set m & u, 1933 Air set 5 mint, 1933 350th Anniv set m & u, 1937 Coronation long set m, 1941 set mainly mint, P.Dues
1939 set 6 mint etc, some of the mint are adhering to the pages from overzealous mounting or heavily mounted with minor
gum faults, otherwise cat in excess of £4300+. Useful lot and cat value.
£ 400
235 Newfoundland: Printers waste 1910 8c View of Mosquito rejected printing unevenly cut imperf irregular block of
8, faded in places and poorly cut, plus 1911 6c Lord Bacon marginal strip of 3 poorly cut with two stamps almost
unprinted, unusual items. (2 blocks).
£ 60
CAYMAN IS.
236 1900-1969 Collection on Scott printed leaves mainly mint, or used for earlier including 1900 ½d & 1d mint, 1902
to 1s m & u (1s orange f.u. cat £120), 1905 2½d & 1s mint, 1907 4d mint, 1907-09 to 3d m, 1921 to 5s mint, 1935
Complete set of 12 mint (cat £120), 1948 RSW set m, 1950 set of 13 U/M (cat £80), 1953-62 set to £1 u/m (cat £110),
1962-64 set to £1 mint, etc nice collection with a good cat value.
£ 180

237 1901-1935 Mint & fine used range on printed album pages from an old time collection (postmarks look dubious on
some taken as is & not catalogued) including 1901 QV ½d & 1d, 1902-3 2½d, 6d & 1s, 1905 set of 5, 1907 4d brown and
blue, 1907-09 set to 5s (dubious cancels 3d to 5s), 1912 to 1s, 1921-26 MSCA set to 3s, 1932 Centenary set to 1s, 1935
SJ set used, 1935 Defin set to 1s & 5s (cancels look dubious), etc. Useful little lot STC £500+. (69).
£ 125
238 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine hinged mint mainly fine, SG 108/11.

£8

239 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 108/11. £ 40
CEYLON
240 1857-1935 Mint & fine used range on printed album pages from an old time collection including 1857-59 Imperf
1d blue, 2d green & 6d purple-brown, Perf issues 6 vals to 1s (faults), 1863-66 11 values to 2s blue with 5d red-brown
noted (cat £110), 8d brown (cat £80), 10d (2 shades), 1866 Wmk CC 1d & 3d, 1872 set to 48c red & 96c drab (tones),
1885 surcharges (16 diff) to 1r12c on 2r50 dull rose (SG 176 heavy cancel), 1887 1r12c used, 1888 2c surcharges (8 diff),
1890 5c & 15c surcharges, 1899 to 1r55c (damaged), 1903 to 15c, 1904 to 75c, 1910 7 vals to R2, 1912 to R2, 1921-32
to 50c & R2, 1927-29 R1 to R5, 1935 Silver Jubilee set (cat £20), 1925 defin set, nice range of officials etc. Useful little
lot STC £1450+. (c179).
£ 250

241 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 379/82. £ 40
242 1936 Special Christmas First Flight Ceylon to England with King George v 30c green and 20c blue.

£ 20

243 1938 King George VI Ceylon pictorial definitive part set MNH in small folder.

£ 15

CHINA
244 BOXFILE with all periods mint & used on stockcards, on leaves, loose or in packets with some better noted including
1960s issues, Taiwan mint sets, Landscapes set, HK airmail etiquettes etc, 100s.
£ 100
CRETE
245 British Post Offices: 1898 British Occup Union Jack h/s Pediada 'Revenue 1 Piastre' dark blue on white wove paper.
F-VF F/C with green oval, vertical crease. Bft 17. Very rare.
£ 125

246 British Post Offices: 1898 British Occup Union Jack h/s Pediada 'Revenue 10 paras' violet on white laid paper. Superb
F/C with m/s lines. Bft 15a. Very rare.
£ 125
CROATIA
247 1944 (26 Oct) Registered cover NOVO CICE to Zagreb sent express bearing 3 values from the 1944 Youth Fund
and 75b Varazdin adhs tied 26.X.44 NOVO CICE CDS's including plain regd etiquette No. 815 also with same CDS,
express label affixed and PO POSTE boxed h/s in black, underpaid hence postage due on reverse affixed at Zagreb and
tied. Nice item.
£ 25
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CYPRUS
248 1934 ½pi to 18pi 9 different values unused without gum each with diagonal Specimen perfin, all fine and sound, SG
134s/142s (9).
£ 200

249 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine hinged mint from an old time collectors hoard, SG 144/7.

£ 15

250 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time collectors hoard, SG 144/7.

£ 14

251 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 144/7.

£ 90

252 Stockpages with a useful mint / unmounted mint duplicated stock incl noted 1880 ½d pl.15 (cat £120), 1d pl.201,
pl.215 (6), pl.216 (3), 2½d rosy-mauve pl.14 (3), pl.15 (2), 1882-94 vals to 4pi (4pi unused), 1881 ½d on 1d pl.208 (cat
£200), 1894-96 4pi & 12pi, EDVII 6 vals to 6pi, GV to 6pi, 1924-25 10 vals to 45pi, 1928 50th Anniv set to 9pi, 1937
Coronation set (3), 1938 11 vals to £1, 1955 set to £1 (cat £110), 1960 ovpt set to £1 U/M (cat £130), 1962 set to £1 (2
cat £55 each), extras to £1, 1963 Europa set, 1966 set to £1 (11 sets cat £13 each), onwards good range of commem sets
to 1994 mostly up to 4 or 5 of each set, Turkish Cypriot posts U/M sets etc, very colourful lot with many thematics.
Enormous cat value in excess of £1800+.
£ 360
253 TURKISH POST 1974-2004 U/m collection in loose leaf Album that appears to be complete including miniature
sheets. Rarely offered, containing many difficult thematic sets.
£ 150
CYRENAICA
254 1932 (30 May) registered airmail cover BENGASI to CASTILENTI bearing St Anthony 75c blue-black left marginal
block of 4 with red Cirenaica overprint tied POSTA AEREA / BENGASI CDS's and regd and airmail etiquette's sent via
Brindisi and Atri and arrival backstamps. Few minor soils otherwise very scarce on cover. Scott cat $1100.
£ 150
CZECHOSLOVAKIA
255 1920 Air surcharge airplane and value imperf set of 3 hinged mint, each expertised on reverse, SG 215, 216 & 220
Cat £189.
£ 65

256 Army in Siberia: 1919-20 Lion both (25k) red and blue defins hinged mint with second stamp overprint 1920,
expertised on reverse, SG 7/8 Cat £27.
£ 12
257 Army in Siberia: 1920 Perf set of 3 hinged mint 25k red, 50k green and 1r brown, seldom seen, SG 4/6 Cat £85.
£ 35
DANISH WEST INDIES
258 1873 12c green and purple fine used CDS, couple of pulled perfs, otherwise sound, SG 27 Cat £190.

£ 32

DANZIG
259 1924 Oliva 1g black and orange fine used CDS cancels, one pulled perf otherwise fine, SG 275 Cat £180.

£ 30

DENMARK
260 1851 4rbs fine used range of 4 nice examples all with target circle cancels in black and all good to large margins, nice
selection SG 4 Cat £280. Facit 2.
£ 60

261 1858-62 Wavy Lines 8s green fine used range of 3 nice examples all with target circle cancels in black and all good
to large margins, nice selection Facit 8.
£ 60
262 1912 Surcharge set of 2, 35o on 16o and 35 on 20o both fine used decent CDS cancels, Yvert 62/3 Cat €120.
£ 32

263 1912-15 5k deep carmine-red both perf printings fine used decent CDS cancels, sound, SG 134 & 185. Yvert 68 &
84 cat €340.
£ 100
264 1913 2k grey-black hinged mint example, nibbled perf at right corner & centred NE otherwise very fresh, SG 168.
Cat £120.
£ 25
265 1915 5k deep carmine red GPO Copenhagen fine hinged mint example, very fresh, SG 185.

£ 125

266 1924 300th Anniv of Danish Post set of 12 in three mint / unmounted mint setenant blocks of 4, top stamps are
mounted, some gum bends otherwise nice trio, Yvert 153/164 cat + 50% for U/M cat €140+.
£ 42
267 1925 Air set hinged mint, few gum bends or faults, cheap set, SG 224/8 Cat £372.
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£ 35

268 1936 Nepa first Luftpost illustrated cover with 50ore to Amsterdam.

£ 15

269 1957 First flown over the pole short-cut between Europe and the far east from Copenhagen to Tokyo.

£ 18

DOMINICA
270 1874-1969 Collection on Scott printed leaves mainly mint, or used for earlier including 1874 P.12½ 1s dull magenta
f.u. (Cat £70), 1877 2½d red-brown f.u., 1886-90 5 vals to 6d mint, 1903 to 3d mint, 1908 to 6d mint, 1935 SJ set m, 1948
RSW set m, 1963-5 set to $4.80 mint, etc nice collection with a good cat value.
£ 140

271 1877-1935 Mint & fine used range on printed album pages from an old time collection including 1877 1d, 4d, 6d
green & 1s magenta (2), 1882 surch on half 1d in red, & black (SG 11/12 cat £59), 1883 ½d & 2½d, 1886 ½d on 6d &
1d on 1s, 1903 Roseau 6 vals to 1s, 1908-20 5 vals to 1s, 1923-33 11 vals to 2s (2s Barclays Bank cancel), etc. Useful little
lot STC £430. (54).
£ 80
272 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine hinged mint from an old time collectors hoard, SG 92/5.

£8

273 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time collectors hoard, SG 92/5.

£8

274 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 92/5.

£ 110

275 Collection of mint and used on leaves including better sets noted 1938 set of 15 mint (cat £75), 1948 RSW set mint,
1951 set mint (cat £50), 1954 set 19 mint (cat £85), 1963 set mint (cat £50), various 1960s commems etc, nice clean lot.
£ 60
EGYPT
276 British Forces: 1935 Silver Jubilee 1p ultramarine fine used diamond postmark, sound and fine, SG A10. £ 100
ESTONIA
277 1918-1940 An attractive and useful mint collection on leaves mainly as complete sets including both perf and imperf
sets for each issue, 1919 to 25m (cat £50), 1920 Air pair, 1921 Red X, 1922 defin to 20m blue (cat £90), 1923 Air set 2
(cat £31), 1923 Air pairs surcharge set 3 (brown gum cat £145), 1924 Air set perf & imperf and in pairs, 1924 Theatre
set (cat £55), 1926 Red X, 1928 Indep. surcharge set, 1928 Arms set to 80s sepia mint (cat £122), 1931 Red X set (cat
£67), 1932 Tartu set (cat £40), 1933 Anti TB set, 1936 Charity set in marginal singles, hereon complete to 1940 without
M/S. Good cat lot in excess of £980.
£ 325

278 1923 Map of Estonia set of 2 hinged mint, 300m is very fine, key value, SG 43/43a Cat £161.

£ 60

279 1923 Red Cross Stamps overprinted Aita hadalist imperforated set of 2 hinged mint, fine and fresh SG 49A/50A. Cat
£180
£ 65
280 1930 Surcharged in KROON set of 3 hinged mint, fine and fresh SG 88/90. Cat £170

£ 60

281 1936 Pres. Konstantin Pats complete set of 17 hinged mint to 60s mauve, all fine and fresh SG 112/125. Cat £250
£ 85
282 German Occupation: Dorpat Tartu 1918 Surcharge set of 2 hinged mint 20pf on 10k blue & 40pf on 20k carmine
& blue, very fine, SG 1/2.
£ 125
283 Revenue: 1941 WW2 Fiscal stamps surcharged 3r on 5rpf green, 5r on 5rpf purple, 30r on 25rpf red & 60r on 50rpf
orange and red all in unmounted mint blocks of 4 Barefoot 290/294. Nice and seldom offered in blocks. (16 revenues).
£ 150
FALKLAND IS. DEPS.
284 1944-56 Mint collection on leaves including 1944-45 set of 32 Dependency overprints SG A1/8 to D1/8, 1946 Thick
Map set 1s with Poke for Pole variety, (cat £150), Thin Map set 9 (cat £100, 2d showing dot in T variety), etc, nice lot.
£ 90

285 South Georgia: 1963 Complete set of 15 to £1 ultramarine all hinged mint on album page, fine, SG 1/15. Cat £238.
£ 75
FALKLAND ISLANDS
286 1878-1968 Collection on Scott printed leaves mainly mint, or used for earlier including 1878 6d blue-green, 1s bistrebrown mint (cat £85), 1891 2½d, 6d, 9d & 1s mint, EDVII to 1s mainly mint, 1912 to 1s mainly mint, 1938 2/6, 5s, 10s
& £1 hinged mint (cat £510), 1948 RSW set mint (cat £92), 1952 set to £1 mint (cat £180), 1960 Birds set mint (cat £170),
1968 Flowers set U/M etc nice collection with a huge cat value.
£ 600
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287 1891 Wmk reversed 6d orange-yellow heavy mounted mint showing guide dot in centre at the bottom of the stamp,
SG 33x.
£ 30
288 1896 1s yellow-brown fine used, SG 38.

£ 18

289 1896 6d yellow hinged mint, fine, SG 34 Cat £55.

£ 22

290 1898 5s red heavy mounted mint, part original gum with fresh appearance, SG 42, sound, Cat £250.

£ 90

291 1904 EDVII Basic set of 6 values to 1s hinged mint, nice and fresh, SG 43/48.

£ 55

292 1914 10s red on green very fine fresh hinged mint, SG 68 cat £190.

£ 85

293 1916 5s maroon fresh hinged mint, SG 67b cat £130.

£ 52

294 1923 3s slate-green Wmk MSCA nice hinged mint, fresh, SG 80.

£ 50

295 1933 Centenary 2/6 black and violet very fine hinged mint, lovely and fresh, SG 135 Cat £250.

£ 100

296 1933 Centenary 2/6s black and violet hinged mint, fresh, SG 135.

£ 100

297 1933 Centenary 5s black and yellow very nice hinged mint, fresh, SG 136.

£ 380

298 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine hinged mint from an old time collectors hoard, SG 139/42.

£ 20

299 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover tied diamond postmark, fine and attractive, SG 139/42.
£ 300
FAROE ISLANDS
300 Overfull stockbook containing a useful collection of sets, ranges and covers including 1977 Birds set in u/m blks of
4, FDCs for each value, Fishing vessels, 1975 defins to 500o, 1978 Birds, 1978/82 Year packs incl sheep 25k, 1983 Nordic
House M/S, various commercial covers etc, nice lot.
£ 40
FIJI
301 1935 Silver Jubilee 2d mint showing two varieties bird on left turret and short extra flagstaff on second turret (right
hand side), both varieties are unlisted in SG.
£ 45

302 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine hinged mint from an old time collectors hoard, SG 242/5.

£8

303 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine hinged mint in superb blocks of 4, lovely positional items, from an old time
collectors hoard, SG 242/5.
£ 34
304 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time collectors hoard, SG 242/5.

£ 12

305 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 242/5.

£ 45

FRANCE
306 1856 Cover originally posted on Dec 5th but written on reverse addressee unknown failed attempts to deliver returned
to Central Office with Charge cachet in red.
£ 85

307 1899-1963 A mixed selection of fourteen covers and postcards. Includes two 1899 postal stationery letter cards, some
1963 fdc and 1875 mourning large letter with 10c.
£ 15
308 1990-2000 Extensive mainly unmounted mint collection neatly arranged on Scott printed leaves in a large springback
binder with an huge range of defins and commems sets incl many extras such as coil stamps, die cut self-adhesive,
miniature sheets, sheetlets, nice booklet panes incl self-adhesive, enormous amount of completion and huge cat value. 100s.
£ 180
309 A selection of eighty-five nineteenth century covers, fronts and pieces. A mix of 20c, 15c and 40c stamps. Includes
1860 40c yellow to London with red receiving cds, 1857 cover from Conde-en-Brie with 20c and 1876 front from Soissons
with 40c yellow. Very good postmark interest.
£ 45
310 Liberation: 1944 Aigurande Complete set of 11 values from 60c violet to 4f.50 Petain, all very fine unmounted mint,
each overprinted Libre & a Cross, scarce set, Dallay 1/11, cat €560.
£ 175
311 Liberation: 1944 Annecy 1f50 brown Petain hinged mint with Liberation overprint 19-8-44 Liberation ANNECY FFI,
fine, Dallay cat €60.
£ 20
312 Liberation: 1944 CHERBOURG Complete set of 15 values from 60c violet to 50f Black, all very fine unmounted
mint, each overprinted RF in a Cross, scarce set, Dallay 1/15, cat €1520.
£ 450
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FRANCE - COLONIES
313 A selection of fifty covers and postcards. Includes 1959 anniversary of the republic of Chad four first day postcards,
two Algeria unused illustrated letter card, Chad 1960's first day covers and Mauritanie first day covers.
£ 28

314 Anjouan: 1892 Tablet defin set hinged mint for all values to 1f olive including the key 45c (cat £100), all fine and
fresh, 19 different STC £398.
£ 125
315 AOF Sudan: 1958 on paper hard of attractive pictorial defins and commems on paper many with nice postmarks for
French Sudan areas including air values, Senegal, Ivory Coast values to 100f etc, 100s in a shoebox, nice lot.
£ 60
316 Indo-China: 1947 (2 Apr) Printed airmail cacheted cover to HK bearing 80c tied SAIGON RP / COCHINCHINE
CDS's and SAIGON - HONG KONG cachet in violet.
£ 25
317 Post Offices in China: 1903-04 30c cinnamon on drab hinged mint showing HOI HAO printed twice, one inverted
variety, interesting item, SG 25 var.
£ 40
GAMBIA
318 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine hinged mint from an old time collectors hoard, SG 143/6.

£8

319 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time collectors hoard, SG 143/6.

£ 10

320 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 143/6.

£ 78

321 1936 (11 May) 1935 Silver Jubilee set on registered typed cover to UK tied BATHURST oval regd CDS cancels,
mainly fine, SG 143/6.
£ 25
GERMANY
322 1916 (23 Sep) POW Intact reply card from Torgau POW Camp to France with original message written from a
Lieutenant and two different Gepruft 9 (very small) & Gepruft Torgau (double ring large) cachets in violet, two rust marks
from staple holes otherwise mainly fine and intact. Plus manilla printed POW envelope unused addr for Torgau Camp.
£ 30

323 1943 Official first day cover 100 days Air bridge cover with 60pf. with Luftbrucke Berlin boxed cancel.

£ 15

324 1944 25th anniversary of air mail services set of three plus two other stamps on Freiheit registered and censored
Swastika cover to Switzerland. SG 854-856.
£ 16
GERMANY - COLONIES
325 East Africa: 1905 45h black and mauve fine used DARESSALAAM CDS, fine SG 40 Cat £95.

£ 26

326 South West Africa: 1897 Overprint set of 4 plus unissued 25pf orange & 50pf chocolate all hinged mint, 25pf almost
unmounted mint, Fine lookers Michel 1/4 & I & II. Cat €605.
£ 180
327 South West Africa: 1897 Overprint unissued 25pf orange hinged mint, very fine & fresh, expertised several times
on reverse Michel I Cat €280.
£ 80
328 South West Africa: 1898 Overprint key 25pf orange extremely lightly mounted mint (appears unmounted) and
expertised on reverse, superb Michel 9. Cat €420.
£ 125
329 South West Africa: 1906 Wmk Loz. 1m dark red fine used two decent CDS cancels, sound, Michel 20 Cat €95.
£ 28
GERMANY - STATES
330 1860 Saxony: 3ngr black on yellow on cover addressed to Vienna with receiving cds on reverse.

£ 20

331 Hanover ein groschen postal stationery cover with uprated 1 groschen addressed to Magdeburg plus Prussia ein Silber
postal stationery cover with boxed Quedlinburg cancel and Wurttemberg 3pf unused letter card.
£ 22
332 Six covers from various German States. Includes 1869 1g red from Cologne, 1914 German East Africa ships on front
with Daressalam cancel and 1g on cover from Trier. Nice lot.
£ 25
GERMANY - W. BERLIN
333 1948-1989 Mainly unmounted mint collection in Schaubek printed album strength in 1959-1989 much complete in
sets, Miniature sheets, defin sets etc, good cat value in excess of €700. Cheap lot.
£ 80
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GIBRALTAR
334 1925-32 KGV £5 violet & black, wmk multi crown. Superb fresh hinged mint with fabulous appearance. SG 108
Cat £1600. Beautiful example of this rare top value. Bolaffi photo cert accompanies. Superb.
£ 1250

335 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine hinged mint from an old time collectors hoard, SG 114/17.

£ 14

336 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time collectors hoard, SG 114/17.

£ 20

337 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 114/17. £ 75
338 Small collection of album pages from 1946 victory to 1970 Europa port.

£ 12

GILBERT & ELLICE IS.
339 1911 On His Britannic Majesty's Service printed Resident Commissioner's Office, Ocean Island, 21.2.1911 long
registered envelope to Edinburgh bearing 5d purple and olive-green overprint adhs tied GILBERT AND ELLICE
PROTECTORATE CDS cancel, folded vertical and regd label applied in London then sent onto Edinburgh. Scarce postal
use SG 5 Cat £95 x 5, £475 cat value.
£ 250

340 1911 Pandanus Pine set of 4 all fine used mainly large violet CDS cancels, (4) SG 8/11 Cat £55.

£ 22

341 1911 Protectorate ½d green, 2d grey, 6d dull purple and bright purple & 1s black on green all fine used, mainly large
violet or black CDS cancels, (4) SG 1, 3, 6/7 Cat £190.
£ 75
342 1911-12 Range of pairs and singles on paper tied with large violet type CDS's or Colony black CDS including 1911
Protectorate ovpt 2d grey, 2½d ultr., 1911 Pandanus Pine 1d pair & 2d grey on paper, 1912 ½d green pair tied P.O.
NONOUTI (2), 1d pair, 2½d bright blue pair etc, nice group (14 stamps cat £168).
£ 50
343 1911-1975 A fine mint / unmounted mint collection in a binder on leaves with useful content mostly as sets including
1911 Protectorate overprint set of 7 (cat £180), 1911 Pandanus Pine set, 1912-24 set complete to 5s green and red on
yellow (cat £100), 6d interpanneau block of 4, Colony issues set to 2d grey, 1935 Silver Jubilee set, 1939 GVI Complete
set to 5s u/m, plus extras for diff perfs and printings incl 1s pl.1 blk of 4 perf 12, 194 RSW set u/m, 1949 UPU, 1956 set
u/m, 1965 set, 1965 Surch set, 1968 set, Postage Dues 1940 set with toned gum (cat £180), etc to 1975, useful and clean
lot with good catalogue value.
£ 240
344 1912 (12 Mar) cover addressed to Marsh Island bearing Pandanus Pine set of 4 tied to plain envelope by large violet
GILBERT & ELLICE ISLANDS / GENERAL POST OFFICE / 12 MAR 1912 / BUTARITARI / ISLAND cancels, mainly
fine.
£ 150
345 1912 (circa) cover addressed to Marsh Island bearing Pandanus Pine set of 4 tied to plain envelope by large violet
GILBERT AND ELLICE ISLANDS / POSTAL DEPARTMENT cancels, vertical bend otherwise mainly fine. (Proud type
D3).
£ 125
346 1918-1975 A fine used collection on leaves with useful content mostly as sets including 1922-27 few vals to 2d grey,
1935 Silver Jubilee set, 1939 GVI Complete set to 5s, plus p.12 1s, 1949 RSW set, 1949 UPU, 1956 set, 1965 set, 1965
Surch set, 1968 set, etc to 1975, useful and clean lot.
£ 110
347 1919 (27 Mar) Registered printed Wilson cover bearing GV 2d grey & 2½d bright blue along with 1d red WAR TAX
trio tied GILBERT & ELLICE ISLANDS / COLONY / OCEAN IS CDS cancels, red OCEAN ISLAND 6099 regd
etiquette and transit or arrival backstamps, very fine, cat £319 as genuine use SG multipliers, still very attractive. £ 100
348 1924 10s green and red on emerald superb unmounted mint example, SG 35, cat £160, lovely never hinged.£ 100
349 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine hinged mint from an old time collectors hoard, SG 36/9.

£ 14

350 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time collectors hoard, SG 36/9.

£ 25

351 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 36/9.

£ 120

352 1937-1978 First Day Covers and a few commercial envelopes mainly with sets from 1937 Coronation onwards,
attractive range of pictorial issues in two Springback binders, noted GVI cover with 12 vals to 5s (some tones), 1946
Victory set, 1911 violet CDS on 1911 1d red on paper etc, nice range. (c46).
£ 75
353 1944 (9 Aug) Censored Cover sent locally to Roger Wells, Post Office, Fanning Island bearing GVI set of values ½d
to 1s (10 diff) tied POST OFFICE / FANNING ISLAND CDS's, and boxed 4 line GILBERT AND ELLICE / ISLANDS
COLONY / PASSED BY CENSOR / No.1 in black, some toning on 1s stamp otherwise sound.
£ 75
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354 1948 (29 Aug) Printed airmail registered envelope sent locally to Tarawa bearing 1949 Royal Silver Wedding set of
2 tied POST OFFICE / TARAWA / au 29 / 49 First Day of Issue and violet regd h/s 1045, very fine.
£ 75
355 1956 (1 Aug) First Day of Issue defin set of 12 to 10s on three neat covers with typed addr to UK each cancelled
TARAWA CDS cancels, fine and attractive.
£ 30
GOLD COAST
356 1913-21 20s purple and black on red fine used CDS cancel, small crayon line otherwise sound top value, SG 84 Cat
£120.
£ 40

357 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine hinged mint from an old time collectors hoard, SG 113/16.

£ 10

358 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time collectors hoard, SG 113/16.

£ 28

359 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 113/16. £ 105
GREAT BRITAIN
360 1809 (26 Aug) Entire (no contents) from COUPAR FIFE to Edinburgh with a nice strike of COUPAR FIFE / 444
/ E mileage mark in black on reverse and AU 27 CDS in red in large letters on obverse. Horiz, filing fold otherwise fine
strikes.
£ 20

361 1822-48 Pre-Stamp covers a useful group with better items including 1833 (7 Jan) Entire to Edinburgh with two line
PENICUIK / P.P.O UNPAID, 1835 Entire with 7 charge& unpaid mark, 1836 Entire from Dumfries with manuscript 8,
(2), 1829 LANCASTER 289 & KIRBY LONSDALE 237 mileage marks and six other entires, (11).
£ 40
362 1830 (6 Nov) Entire letter from Leeds to London (faults) bearing boxed MORLEY / PENNY POST h/s in black
(slightly smudged) and two vertical filing folds. LEEDS single arc and London arrival b/s's.
£ 40
363 1836 (12 Dec) Uniform 4d post - Entire (no contents) from COUPAR FIFE to Newport with a nice strike of
COUPAR FIFE single arc CDS in black on reverse and manuscript '4' chargemark in black (unpaid) on obverse. Vertical
filing fold otherwise fine strike.
£ 40
364 1840 1d black IB nice looking 4 close to good margins with red MX, closed tear at the top otherwise very presentable.
£ 50
365 1845 Queen Victoria 1d red plate 61 cancelled with London type No. 18 Deptford with letters KE bottom line reentry on front only.
£ 15
366 1854 Queen Victoria 1d pink with Shrewsbury spoon cancel. Flap has tear on reverse.

£ 15

367 1864-79 1d red AA plate 81 very fine mint top left corner marginal imprint plate number single with 81 PRICE 1D
Per L light edge tones from gum otherwise very nice positional piece. SG 43/44.
£ 200
368 1864-79 1d red AA-BB plate 134 very fine mint top left corner marginal imprint plate number BLOCK OF 4 with
134 PRICE 1D Per Label 1/- Per Row / 149 light edge tones from gum otherwise very nice positional piece. SG 43.
£ 400
369 1867 9d straw pl.4 mint large part original gum example with heavy hinge remains and couple of pulled perfs on right
but extremely fresh appearance and colour, last sold in Spink May 2008. Cat £2500.
£ 400
370 1867 Wmk MX 5/- pale rose plate 2, a most amazing crisp example with steel GLASGOW CDS cancel slightly
centred upwards but otherwise a magnificent example, premium copy, SG 127.
£ 225
371 1870 ½d rose-red plate 12 in a bottom right corner plate number 12 mint single, very fine and fresh, attractive
positional piece. SG 48.
£ 180
372 1876 3d pale rose pl. 19 mounted mint example, bottom marginal plate number 19 single showing EXTRA ROW
OF PERFS variety, scarce combination. SG 144.
£ 350
373 1878 Wmk Maltese Cross, 10s grey-green sound used example with heavyish incomplete duplex type cancels in
black, well centred with good perfs for these, nice sound example SG 128 Cat £3200.
£ 550
374 1878 Wmk MX 10/- greenish grey very fine used neat central GLASGOW CDS cancel, centred right but otherwise
superb perfs and colour and no paper faults, well above average premium example! SG 128. Cat £3200. Extremely cheap
starting price. (Original estimate £850).
£ 320
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375 1880 2½d blue pl.17 top marginal imprint single hinged mint with fresh appearance showing plate number in top
margin. Fine and fresh, SG 142.
£ 300
376 1880 2½d rosy-mauve plate 17 fine mint part original gum, quite fresh, SG 141 Cat £1700

£ 200

377 1882 (1 Sep) GLASGOW Newspaper Branch a reduced printed wrapper to Trieste bearing a ½d deep green tied by
the distinctive oval GLASGOW / 3L / NPB / SP 1 / 82 cancel in black, incomplete Trieste arrival b/s, mainly sound. Very
fine strike.
£ 38
378 1883 10/- ultramarine fine used example with sock on the nose Threadneedle St registered ovals, superb looker, SG
183. Cat £525.
£ 100
379 1883 (19 Jan) GLASGOW Newspaper Branch printed wrapper to Trieste bearing a ½d deep green tied by the
distinctive oval GLASGOW / 2 / NPB / JA 19 / 83 cancel in black, incomplete Trieste arrival b/s, horiz. filing fold
otherwise mainly sound. Very fine strike.
£ 38
380 1884 Wmk Crowns £1 brown-lilac a fine used example with light registered cancels, however, large closed tear,
surface rubs and odd tone, otherwise very good colour for these, SG 185 cat £2800.
£ 160
381 1884 Wmk Three Crowns £1 brown-lilac a nicely used example slightly centred right with excellent colour and boxed
GPO & CDS, very fine and sound, SG 185 Cat £2800.
£ 480
382 1887 ½d vermilion mint assembly of control singles & pairs, including A, B, C, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L, M, N, O, P &
Q, mostly fine and fresh, (16 items). High retail value.
£ 125
383 1887-1900 Fine used mainly nice CDS cancels for basic set to both 1/- values, all have very sound and clean frontal
appearance, SG range 197/214. (14). Cat £440+.
£ 45
384 1887-1900 Heavy mounted mint basic set to both 1/- values, all have very fresh and clean frontal appearance, SG
range 197/214. (14). Cat £710+.
£ 75
385 1890 (19 May) PENNY POSTAGE JUBILEE large special star cancel for GUILDHALL 1840-1890 / 19 MAY 90
in black on 2d brown P/S reply card unused (pasted on the back) mainly fine, unlisted in Booth (16 May & without dash)
£ 35
386 1890 Uniform Penny Postage 2 July 1890 first day cover with special hand stamp with insert card inside. Note some
'old dirt'. Nice item.
£ 32
387 1890 Uniform Penny Postage 2 July 1890 first day cover with London Squared circle addressed to West Brighton,
insert card inside with writing and toned.
£ 36
388 1891 (27 Jul) EDDYSTONE LIGHTHOUSE / ROYAL NAVAL EXHIBITION large special cancel in blue on ½d
brown P/S card with Exhibition and Lighthouse printed on reverse, used through the post, couple of marks, corner bend
and hinge mark otherwise fine and scarce.
£ 125
389 1892 4½d green and carmine attractive mint / unmounted mint block of 4, fine and fresh, SG 206.

£ 30

390 1894 PARCEL POST receipt on card doe Dalkey (DIN) (Under Kingstown) with 3d purple on yellow tied DUBLIN
rubber CDS and DALKEY NO 12 94 CDS, fine.
£ 20
391 1902 £1 dull blue-green a sound fine used example with registered ovals and a few small contemporary postal marks
in red, quite well centred, SG 266 Cat £825.
£ 220
392 1902 10s ultramarine very fine used by two neat BIRMINGHAM CDS cancels, very fine, SG 265 Cat £500.
£ 85

393 1902 1d carmine mint assembly of control singles & a pair, noted A, B, C, C4, D4 (pair), D5, E5, E6, F7, G7, H8,
H9, I9, J10 & A11, mostly fine and fresh, (17 items). High retail value.
£ 80
394 1902 2/6 dull purple sound fine used oval regd cancels and neat red crayon line, Cat £180 SG 262.

£ 28

395 1902 ½d yellow-green mint assembly of control singles & two pairs, noted D4, D5, E5, E6, F6, G7, H8, I9, I10, J10
& A11, mostly fine and fresh, (11 items). High retail value.
£ 60
396 1902-10 ½d blue-green in an unmounted mint bottom right corner marginal B control block of 4 perf type H1A, SG
216. Nice positional control block.
£ 20
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397 1905 Two King Edward VII ½d greens on London cancelled postmark with 'ER' straight lines. Included is 1965 letter
from the Post Office explaining the history of that postmark. Some toning on cards. Plus two similar cancels on pieces.
£ 20
398 1910 Japan-British Exhibition nice cancels on two PPCs from the Exhibition one nice CDS JY 13 & other machine
6 line and CDS cancel, very fine. (2).
£ 20
399 1911 Shepherds Bush Coronation Exhibition cancel on King George V ½d green PPC.

£ 12

400 1911-1949 Kings mint & used collection on leaves including 1913-18 2/6 (2), 5s (4), 1934 Seahorses ranges 2/6 (3),
5s red & 10s (2), 1948 RSW set used, 1949 UPU in mint blks of 4 etc, some useful. Good cat value.
£ 50
401 1912 3d violet (shades) all control singles or pairs for c13 (p & I pair), B13 (p), D14 (p & I), F15 (p, thinned), I16
(I0, J17 (i), M18 (i). Mainly mounted mint, some thins or heavy mounts. SG Spec N22. (9).
£ 48
402 1912-35 GV Collection of mint / unmounted mint and both used on leaves for each printing incl 1912-24 part set mint
to 9d, 1924 part set (some unmounted) incl a few control singles, 1929 PUC low vals set, 1934 Photo. set mint, 1935 SJ
set m, etc, useful lot.
£ 60
403 1913 10d turquoise-blue attractive PAIR one stamp unmounted mint, the other very lightly hinged with expertising
mark on reverse, SG Spec N31.
£ 40
404 1913 4d grey-green (shades) all control singles imperf margin for c13 (3), B13, G15, J17 (perf) & M18 (perf). Mainly
mounted mint, some thins or heavy mounts. SG Spec N23. (7).
£ 40
405 1913 5d yellow-brown in a bottom PAIR showing gutter margins along the top, very fine unmounted mint. SG N25.
£ 32
406 1913 6d purple (shades) all control singles imperf margin for E14, K17, L18 (no stop), M18, N19 (2), Q20 pair.
Mainly mounted mint. SG Spec N26. (7).
£ 80
407 1913 7d olive control D14 (imperf) in a strip of 3 with control pair unmounted mint, and third stamp and margins
mounted mint, crease in corner selvedge. SG Spec N27.
£ 50
408 1913 7d olive control F15 (perf) in an irregular block of 4 with control pair unmounted mint, and top pair mounted
mint, corner selvedge missing SG Spec N27.
£ 60
409 1913 7d olive unmounted mint, diagonal gum bend otherwise fine. SG 387.

£ 10

410 1913 9d agate attractive block of 4 unmounted mint, three with expertising marks on reverse, SG Spec N29.
£ 80

411 1913 (Aug) Multiple Royal Cypher ½d bright green very lightly mounted mint, good perfs, SG 397 Cat £150.
£ 55

412 1913 Waterlow £1 dull blue green used heavy rubber incomplete CDS, vertical crease and pulled uneven perfs
otherwise sound for these, SG 404 Cat £1600.
£ 380
413 1915 DLR 10s blue quite well centred sound used large rubber incomplete CDS, mainly sound, good colour, SG 412
Cat £875.
£ 100
414 1915 DLR 5s bright carmine well centred sound used two large rubber NOTTINGHAM CDS's, mainly sound, good
colour, SG 409 Cat £400.
£ 50
415 1922 9d olive-green control single V23 (perf) mounted mint, SG Spec N30. High cat value.

£ 100

416 1924 Block Cypher wmk upright; 1½d red-brown booklet pane of 4 stamps plus two advertising labels printed in
black Telephone Service / Air mails / letter and parcels unmounted mint with vertical & horizontal bars in selvedge (perf)
and completely trimmed perfs at right side of the pane, nice and fresh SG Spec. NB15 (9). Cat £225 (SG Price is for
mounted).
£ 55
417 1924 Wembley 1d scarlet hinged mint showing tail to N of exhibition variety, vertical gum bend otherwise sound,
SG Ncom1c (SG 430).
£ 65
418 1924-25 Wembley both sets fine used, all wavy line cancels. SG 430/3. Cat £126.

£ 25

419 1924-25 Wembley both sets mint, 1925 set is unmounted mint. SG 430/3. Cat £80.

£ 20

420 1925 King George V 1½d unused UPU British Empire Exhibition postcard.

£ 15
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421 1929 Postal Union Congress low values set of 4 hinged mint each with K29 control single, and ½d K29 marginal strip
of 3, 1d block of 4 corner marginal K29 control
£ 80
422 1929 PUC wmk upright; 1½d brown booklet pane of 2 stamps plus two advertising labels printed in black Stampo
Collectors / Pure Virginia Cigarettes, and Holiday Trips / Atlantic Transport Line both blocks mounted mint, trimmed perfs
on one side of each, nice and fresh SG Spec. NComB4 (3 & 4). Cat £750 as full panes. (2 items).
£ 50
423 1931 King George V one shilling and 4d on first direct air mail flight London to Darwin cover with Melbourne cds
on reverse. Small tear on back flap and opened down right side.
£ 20
424 1935 Silver Jubilee ½d imperf proof in black on gummed watermarked paper hinged mint, neatly cut margins all
round, fine, SG 453 var.
£ 125
425 1936 King Edward VIII ½d. 1½d and 2½d on registered Brighton 1 9 36 first day cover. SG 457 459/460. Plus six
basic covers.
£ 35
426 1937 King George VI 1½d brown 30 Jul 1937 first day cover from Richmond. Note a couple of toning spots. SG 464.
£ 16
427 1937 Two 24th Philatelic Congress of Great Britain covers with KGVI 1½d marone with first day and second day
stamps.
£ 15
428 1940 Centenary of the first adhesive postage stamp five first day covers with set of six spread over the covers. SG
479-484.
£ 16
429 1940 Centenary of the first adhesive postage stamp illustrated typed first day cover with six King George VI stamps.
SG 479-484.
£ 20
430 1948 Illustrated registered Bristol set of four King George VI 2½d only on first day cover. Some toning on cover.
SG 493
£ 16
431 1948 Royal Silver Wedding Plain registered First Day Cover bearing set of 2 to £1 tied MAIDENHEAD 26 AP /48
CDS cancels on first day of issue, typed address sent locally, fine.
£ 160
432 1952 (Nov) Censored cover Stockton on Tees to Austria bearing booklet pane 1d light blue pane of 3 plus 3 labels
(17mm high pane) and EDVIII 1d tied machine mark, nice booklet pane on cover.
£ 25
433 1954-61 Eleven Philatelic Congress of Great Britain covers, includes 1954 Eastbourne, 1959 Torquay and 1961
Blackpool.
£ 10
434 1960's slogan postmarks in album, includes 1957 world scouts jubilee.

£ 12

435 1961 Queen Elizabeth II (Graphite-Lines), 3d Deep Lilac showing Misplaced Graphite Lines variety, very fine
unmounted mint (never hinged), nice variety with high cat value, SG 592a, cat £500.
£ 180
436 1963 Ninth International lifeboat Conference set of three on 31st May 1963 London first day cover. SG 639-641.
£ 13
437 1963 Queen Elizabeth II Red Cross Centenary Congress set of three on 15 August 1963 illustrated first day cover
SG 642-644.
£ 15
438 1969-1973 Extensive unmounted mint and used duplicated stock in a large 64 sided stockbook well filled incl 1969
2/6, 5s & 10s in marginal blks of 4, huge range of commems incl cylinder corner blocks for decimal sets, 1967 Sterling
defins to 1/9, etc, 100s.
£ 40
439 1970s National Health Insurance £2.45 black & blue, Windmill design PROOF perf SPECIMEN & affixed to
Harrison & Sons printer's approval card. Superb fresh unused. Barefoot 735(var), unlisted these colours or value! Probably
unique.
£ 100
440 1970s National Health Insurance £2.66 blue & violet Windmill design PROOF perf SPECIMEN & affixed to Harrison
& Sons printer's approval card. Superb fresh UN. Bft 735(var), unlisted as specimen. Probably unique.
£ 100
441 1970s National Health Insurance blank value green & red Factory & leaves imperf design PROOF affixed to Harrison
& Sons printer's approval card. Superb fresh unused. Barefoot 770(var), unlisted these colours. Probably unique. £ 100
442 1971-1987 Much complete unmounted mint collection in a luxury Lighthouse hingeless album huge amount of sets
to 1987 appears complete, Machin defins 1971 onwards to 1980s incl values to £5. Useful face, albums expensive new.
Face c£100.
£ 80
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443 911 1d deep rose in an unmounted mint (4 stamps) bottom right corner marginal A11 control block of 6, SG 273.
Nice positional control block.
£ 25
444 A selection of twenty-six covers and postcards includes eighteen addressed to Austria. Includes 1933 postcard of
Buckingham Palace with PUC ½d green, some interesting slogan postmarks.
£ 20
445 A useful QV group of better items including 1876 8d orange nice sound used, 1883 2/6 lilac CDS, 5/- rose very fine
used, 1874 Wmk MX 5/- rose plate 2 used example with LOMBARD ST BO squared circle cancel, 1884 10/- ultramarine
used indistinct CDS with thins, 1865 9d straw plate 4 fine used (SG 98 Cat £600), 1883 9d green sound used example with
decent colour (cat £475), 1876 Wmk Garter 4d verm pl.15 fine used (cat £525), 1876 Wmk Spray 1/- green pl.13 fine
used etc, huge cat value, very low start price.
£ 150
446 Accumulation in a BOX with various early to modern collections in binders, albums and stockbooks noted nice very
modern sets fine used, useful 1960s presentation packs, small album with QV to modern incl GV 2/6 & 5s, some Smiler
sheets used CDS etc, 100s.
£ 60
447 Accumulation in a heavy BOX with various early to modern collections in binders, albums and stockbooks noted nice
very modern sets fine used, QV to QEII on stockcards incl GV to 1s, few nice CDS copies of earlier etc, 100s.
£ 50
448 Accumulation in a heavy carton with useful GB collections all periods noted QV to modern original colln in album
mixed condition but noted 9d bistre pl.4, 2/- blue, 1867 5/- rose pl.2 with C30 used abroad cancel, 1883 3d on 3d, 6d on
6d, others to 1/-, 1883 2/6 nice CDS copy, 10/- ultr. used Jersey cancel poor corner, 1883-4 lilac and green set incl nice
CDS 9d with good colour (set cat £1400+), 1887 to 1/-, EDVII to 1/- plus Inland Rev. official 2½d f.u (cat £280), 1918
10/- seahorse sound used, 1924/5 Wembley sets both used, 1948 RSW set used, GVI both sets to £1 used. Large stockbook
of mainly mint, mostly unmounted mint sets from 1935 to 1980. 1924-1970 Useful collection in old time springback album
both mint and used mainly for each issue, noted 1924/5 Wembley sets fine used, 1924 set mint, 1948 RSW set U/M, 1951
High values set used, 1953 Coronation set m, 1957 Scouts illus FDC typed addr, 1960s better phosphor sets U/M, 19531966 Well filled Grafton album containing amongst others many cylinder blocks of 4 or 6 for different commem sets to
1966, useful colln in DAVO album etc, huge cat value, very low starting price (original estimates in excess of £800)
£ 300
449 Accumulation on leaves duplicated for 1858-64 1d plates (c430) many with nice postmarks incl St Asaph CDS,
numeral cancels, B & G numbers, London cancels etc, also 1880 1d lilac used, ½d green (22), 1d venetian red large qty
approx 260+ again with many postmark types. Useful cat value in excess of £5600, some mixed but mainly sound.
£ 200
450 Approx. 125 covers and postcards with about 80 Queen Elizabeth II early 1960's plus 45 King George VI. Mixed
selection various stamps and postmark interest.
£ 20
451 Booklet Panes: 1936 1½d block of 4 (wmk upright) plus two advertising labels for RUSKIN LINEN / Castell Bros
mainly unmounted mint (hinged on one stamp only), full booklet pane incl selvedge (imperf), straight edge on short side,
otherwise fine, SG PB5 (5) Cat £200.
£ 65
452 Booklet Panes: 1936 1½d block of 4 (wmk upright) plus two advertising labels for DRAGES / FREE BOOK
unmounted mint, full booklet pane incl selvedge (perf), perfs trimmed on bottom and side, otherwise fine, SG PB5 (7) Cat
£100 for mounted.
£ 50
453 Booklet Panes: 1937 1½d block of 4 (wmk upright) plus two advertising labels for Cash's Satin Lingerie Ribbons /
COVENTRY unmounted mint, full booklet pane incl selvedge (perf), perfs trimmed slightly along the top, otherwise fine,
SG QB23 (2) Cat £225 for mounted.
£ 75
454 Booklet Panes: 1937 1½d block of 4 (wmk upright) plus two advertising labels for ATLANTIC HOLIDAYS /
CUNARD White Star unmounted mint, full booklet pane incl selvedge (imperf), perfs trimmed with straight edge along
the top, otherwise fine, SG QB23 (13) Cat £250 for mounted.
£ 60
455 Booklet Panes: 1937 1½d block of 4 (wmk upright) plus two advertising labels for DRAGES FINE FURNITURE
/ DRAGES LTD unmounted mint, full booklet pane incl selvedge (perf), perfs trimmed slightly along the top & side,
otherwise fine, SG QB23 (8) Cat £140 for mounted.
£ 45
456 Booklet Panes: 1954 1d pale ultramarine strip of 3 (wmk upright) plus three advertising labels for SHORTHAND
IN 1 WEEK unmounted mint, full booklet pane incl selvedge (imperf), perfs trimmed along the bottom, otherwise fine,
SG QB20 Cat £75 for mounted.
£ 28
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457 Booklets: 1935 3s red on buff booklet complete with usual trimmed or straight edges on the panes, No. 297, mainly
fine. SG BB28 Cat £90.
£ 25
458 Circular Delivery: Range of 19 different imperf and perf labels mainly unused hence better condition but offered 'as
is' including National, Glasgow, Metropolitan, London, Liverpool, Edinburgh, mainly one farthing to three pence values,
intr study lot. (19).
£ 20
459 Collection on Imperial printed leaves with a useful assembly including 1840 1d black (2), 2d blue (2), 1841 2d blue
(2), 1854-58 2d stars (4), 1858-79 plates run mostly complete to 224, 2d blue plates complete (7), 1870 ½d bantam plates
complete except for pl.9, 1870 1½d both, Surface printed 1856 4d & 6d, 4d vermilion plates run 8-14, 3d rose plate run
5-9, 6d mauve pl 8 & 9, 9d straw pl.4 wing margin (perf faults), 1s green to plate 7, 1867 Wmk MX pl.1 5s rose used, 2½d
rosy-mauve mostly complete used, 2½d blue complete, 3d rose complete, 6d grey complete, 1s green complete, 4d sagegreen (2), 8d orange (poor), 1s orange-brown (2), 1880 surch pair and 1880 Indigo set used, 1883 2/6 )2), 5s rose (2) &
10s ultr, nice CDS but corner damaged, EDVII to 10s used, GV to 10s used etc, very mixed but enormous catalogue value
and useful pickings throughout.
£ 600
460 CONTROLS Collection on stockcards in a binder with a useful mint assembly of control singles & a few pairs, plus
strip of 3 for 1911-12 Mackennals ½d A11 & B12, 1d A11, B11, B12, 1912-24 GV Head (96 controls) with values to 1s
bistre incl 9d agate G15, I16, L18, 5d H16, 8d I16, 10d K18 & A24 pair, 1s R21 & A24 pair, I28, 9d olive A24 pair, etc,
useful lot mostly fine and fresh, (c100 items). High retail value.
£ 325
461 DEALER's QEII clearout of many useful items on stockcards, leaves or loose including better singles & collections
noted 1980-1984 22ct Golden Replicas special FDC collection (5 albums), 2000 Christmas Robin and Santa generic sheets
U/M, SG LS2/3, 1987 £1.60 in fine u/m gutter pairs x 4 plain with sheet numbers or markings, one traffic light, 1983 16p
olive-drab fine unmounted mint vertical pair showing dramatic horizontal perforation shift, 2001 Cent. of Royal Navy
Submarine service stamp booklet SG PM2. Retail £70+, 1971 Xmas 7½p top value U/M with embossing on opposite side
to Queen's head, 1977-80 50p ochre-brown in cylinder blocks of 6 unmounted mint for 1977 Cyl P.21 - 4 dot and no dot,
Cyl 30 - 4 dot & no dot, 1980 4 no dot very fine SG UG361/2 (X921 & 992), 1967 (24 July) Francis Chichester signed
illus FDC, 2012 Olympics Gold Medal Winners self-adhesive blocks of 6 for all 29 Royal Mail First Day covers as issued
and cancelled Olympic Park 2.8.2012 postmarks. SG Retail at £375! Various covers and cards, Yearbooks, FDCs, 1955
Waterlow Castles set mint etc, interesting lot at very cheap starting price (origianl estimates over £1200).
£ 300
462 Large binder with useful and some mixed ranges including 1883 2/6 lilac fine CDS of WEST STRAND BO & 2/6
with rubber Strand CDS, 5/- rose-carmine (2), 1841 2d (5), 1858 2d (6), 1880 1d venetian-red mint (2), QV line-engraved
1d red imperfs to plates, 1870 ½d (11), range of surface printed incl 4d verm. (5 + pair), 6d lilac (8), 6d grey (3), 2/- blue,
10d & 1/-, 1887 some nice CDS examples to 1/-, GVI to £1 m & u, 1960s commem sets in U/M blks of 4, etc, huge
catalogue value.
£ 150
463 Large Schaubek printed album with a good mainstream mint & used collection noted 1840 1d black 2 margins, 1841
1d 4m, 2d pale blue 3m, huge amount of QEII sets mint & used to 1990 with some mint face sets, good spread ideal lot
for expansion, 100s.
£ 100
464 OLD TIME LEDGER with an early collection including 1840 1d black (faults), 1856 4d, 1856 p.14 wmk LC 1d rosered part o.g., 1858 1d plates range 71-224 almost complete incl pl.72, pl.100, pl.187, pl.193, & pl.195, mint, others used,
Surface printed 3d rose (7), 4d vermilion (7), 6d lilac (2), 1867 9d straw pl.4 used, 2/- blue wing margin used, 1870 ½d
rose (12 incl 2 mint pl.5 & 10), 6d grey with Malta A25 cancel, 1876 4d vermilion , pl.15 used, 4d sage-green pl. 15 &
16 used, 8d orange used, 1/- orange-brown used, 1883 2/6 & 5/- used, 1883 6d on 6d & 3d on 3d, 1884 lilac & greens
incl nice 6d CDS good colour, 1887 to 1/-, 1902 14 diff vals to 1/- mint, etc, huge catalogue value, nice original lot.
Extremely low reserve (Original estimate £650!).
£ 300
465 Overfilled binder with 100s duplicated on stockpages from QV to modern noted 1841 1d red-brown blued with
massive 4 margins f.u., Army official low vals, 1880 1d lilacs, EDVII to 1s, GV duplicated to 5s, 1929 PUC low vals
duplicated, extensive QEII Wildings used, Castles to £1 etc, huge qty.
£ 50
466 Overfilled dealer's binder with 100s duplicated on stockpages from 1937 to modern noted mint commem sets incl
1953 Coronation (2), 1937 Coronation mint strips, pairs, singles, 1946 Victory many mint sets 2, hereon massive amount
of commem sets mint & used to modern, 100s.
£ 50
467 POST OFFICE Posters collection of 73 different from 1987 to 1993 in a display book, includes original retail lists
from Packs and Cards which price these from £3.50 to £7.50 each, includes 1993 £10 Britannia poster. Mainly fine.
£ 28
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468 QV to 1935 Balance of a useful collection used mainly sound on German printed leaves including 1841 1d & 2d,
1855-58 1d & 2d star diff ptgs, 1856 4d & 6d, 1865 4d & 6d, 1867 3d & 1/-, 1870-72 to 6d (6), 1880 4d grey-brown,
1880 Indigo set, 1883-4 Lilac and greens set, 1887 to 1/-, 1902 to 1/-, GV seahorses to 10/-, officials, postage dues etc,
many are nice fine used or sound copies. Huge cat value. (200+). Very low starting price. (Original estimate £300).
£ 150
469 Telegraphs: 1877 3s pale-ultramarine corner marginal imprint imperf single colour trial unmounted mint overprinted
Specimen diagonally in black type 8. Very attractive. SG L229.
£ 150
470 Telegraphs: 1877 6d grey a superb top left corner imprint block of 8 mint / unmounted mint each with Specimen
overprint in black and imprint TELEGRAPHS SIX PENCE / 1 / and TELEGRAPHS - 6d handstamp in blue, few minor
marks or bends, very scarce multiple, SG LS212s.
£ 400
GREAT BRITAIN - CHANNEL IS
471 Accumulation in a heavy carton with useful collections noted Isle of Man 1973-1985 mainly unmounted mint colln
in printed Lindner hingeless album, Guernsey 1969 to 1996 u/m and f.u. colln in two 22 ring albums, Jersey DAVO luxury
hingeless printed album and slipcase 1990-1997 an extensive mainly u/m colln, Alderney: 1983-1998 First Day Covers
collection (30), etc, useful lot with good value.
£ 100
GREAT BRITAIN - GUERNSEY
472 1941 (27 Jan) 2d orange defin bisected on cover and tied GUERNSEY * CDS, addr locally, very fine.

£ 25

GREAT BRITAIN - ISLE OF MAN
473 1963 Chalky paper 3d deep lilac in a side marginal unmounted mint block of 4, very fine, SG 2a.

£ 20

474 1970s National Health Insurance £2.45 black & blue Windmill design PROOF opt Isle of Man, perf SPECIMEN &
affixed to Harrison & Sons printer's approval card. Superb fresh unused. Barefoot totally unlisted this colour or value!
Probably unique.
£ 100
475 1970s National Health Insurance £2.66 blue & violet Windmill design PROOF overprint for Isle of Man, perf
SPECIMEN & affixed to Harrison Sons printer's approval card. Superb fresh UN. As Barefoot 735 w/o opt & unlisted with
opt! Probably unique.
£ 100
GREAT BRITAIN - JERSEY
476 1943 Jersey 2½d blue with Channel Island cancel along with German soldiers set with Feldpost cancel.

£ 20

477 1984-2000 Unmounted mint collection in a large stockbook mainly complete sets for commem issues with good face
and ends with 2000 £10 special gold defin, includes setenants, miniature sheets etc. Good cat and face.
£ 60
478 1991-1999 Presentation Packs almost complete in a nice Kestral cover album with many nice commem sets in original
presentation packs, colourful lot and useful face. Approx 79 packs.
£ 36
GREAT BRITAIN - OFFICIALS
479 Inland Revenue: 1882-1901 I.R. OFFICIAL opt QV £1 green, wmk three imperial crowns. VFU appearance with
light 'Branch PO Glasgow FE 94' pmk, tiny expertly repaired tear at UR. SG O16 cat £3750 inc SG specified 50% premium
for lightly used. 2007 Brandon photo certificate.
£ 1200
GREENLAND
480 Well filled binder with useful philatelic covers for different postmarks from 1970-1979, (approx 130 covers) many
with full commem sets, blocks of 4, special cancels etc.
£ 60

481 Well filled binder with useful unmounted mint sets incl year packs to 1980, postmarks on piece, many covers for
different postmarks from 1940s to modern, (mainly 1970s-80s approx 90 covers), 1956 surcharge set 2 FDC, 60k on 1k
brown mint (cat £95), 1960 cover with 6 previous adhs incl 1945 Liberation 1o, 5o & 7o tied by 1960 5 5 special CDS's,
etc, interesting and useful lot.
£ 120
GRENADA
482 1861-1969 Collection on Scott printed leaves mainly mint, or used for earlier including 1861 1d bluish-green used
(cat £300), 1863 6d vermilion, 1873 1d used, 1888 4d on 2s orange unused & used, 2½d on 8d m & u, 1895 vals to 8d
mainly mint plus 2½d ovpt Specimen mint, 1898 2½d blue m & u, 1935 SJ set used, 1938 to 5s mainly mint, 1948 RSW
set m, 1966 m, etc nice collection with a huge cat value.
£ 160

483 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine hinged mint from an old time collectors hoard, SG 145/8.
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£8

484 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time collectors hoard, SG 145/8.

£ 16

485 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 145/8.

£ 80

486 Collection on leaves with better noted mint and used including 1938 set to 10s mint (Cat £80), 1948 RSW set m, 1951
set m, 1953 set m (cat £60), 1966 set m, plus many commem sets to 1977 etc, useful for expansion.
£ 75
487 GV Registered Postal Stationery envelope for 2d blue very fine unused, pristine.

£ 20

HAWAII
488 1853 Thick White Paper 13c deep red King Kamehameha III unused example with close margins all round, small
soil on obverse otherwise nice bright colour, SG 6 Cat £375 unused.
£ 35
HONG KONG
489 1862-1935 Fine used range on printed album pages from an old time collection including 1862 8c & 24c, 1863 11
values to 48c red, 1876 10c on 12c, 28c on 30c, 1882-90 most defins and surcharges, 1885 50c on 48c brown, 1891 with
character surcharges, 1898 with chrs 10c on 30c (cat £90), 1903 set to $1 (cat £140), 1904 set to 20c, 50c, $1 (poor) &
$3 pen cancel, 1907 to 50c, 1912 to $2, 1921 to $3, 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 used, etc. Useful lot STC £720+. (c110).
£ 150

490 1865 96c brownish grey fine used incomplete blue cancel, very sound, SG 19.

£ 26

491 1891 50th Anniv. of Colony 2c carmine CDS used, small colour run on CENTS otherwise fine, SG 51 Cat £130.
£ 38
492 1903-06 EDVII both watermarks $1 purple and sage-green fine used CDS examples, SG 72 & 86.

£ 25

493 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine hinged mint from an old time collectors hoard, SG 133/6.

£ 28

494 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time collectors hoard, SG 133/6.

£8

495 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time collectors hoard, SG 133/6.

£8

496 1946 King George VI registered typed cover with $1 and 20c on airmail cover to England.

£ 20

497 British Post Offices in China: Fine used range on a stockcard including 1917-21 set of 13 values to $2 incl 50c (2),
1922 1c-4c, 10c & $1 mainly fine used CDS, SG 1/14, 18/20, 23 & 27. Cat £225.
£ 26
498 Collection on leaves with better noted mint and used including GV to $1, 1938 GVI set used including all top values
(cat £250), 1935 SJ set used, 1941 Cent. set used, 1954 set 14 used, 1962 set used, 1960s commems mainly used, useful
cat value.
£ 75
499 Post Offices In China: 1917 $3 green and purple hinged mint with lovely fresh appearance, SG 15 Cat £700.£ 200
500 Post Offices In China: 1922 $2 carmine-red & grey-black very fine used with attractive and sound appearance, SG
28 Cat £250.
£ 80
501 Postage Dues: 1938 2c grey, 4c orange, 6c scarlet & 10c violet unmounted mint (brownish gum) each with Specimen
arch perfin, mainly fine and sound, SG D6s/8s, D10s.
£ 130
502 Treaty Ports: Amoy A1 nice cancel on Wmk CC 10c mauve, very fine used, good strike, SG Z30.

£ 38

HUNGARY
503 1913 Budapest to Szeged boxed cachet on postcard with various stamps with Budapest cancel.

£ 15

504 1914 War Charity surcharges with labels 1k + 2f red & 2k on 2f blue top values hinged mint, SG 168/9 Cat £140.
£ 28
ICELAND
505 1876 16a brown attractive nicely CDS used example, centred SW, odd blunt perf mainly sound, Facit 13, SG 31 Cat
£100.
£ 20

506 1876 20a violet attractive nicely CDS used example, well centred, few blunt perfs or corner, attractive copy, Facit
14, SG 18a Cat £900.
£ 140
507 Vacation Savings Stamps Revenues: 1943-57 ORLOF surcharge 10aurar on 10aur green codfish left marginal
unmounted mint example, seldom seen between 19,700 and 158,500 were produced.
£ 55
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508 Vacation Savings Stamps Revenues: 1943-57 ORLOF surcharge 10aurar on 10aur green codfish unmounted mint
example, seldom seen between 19,700 and 158,500 were produced.
£ 55
509 Vacation Savings Stamps Revenues: 1943-57 ORLOF surcharge 20aurar on 25aur red codfish unmounted mint
example, seldom seen between 19,700 and 158,500 were produced.
£ 65
510 Vacation Savings Stamps Revenues: 1943-57 ORLOF surcharge 20aurar on 25aur red codfish unmounted mint
example, seldom seen between 19,700 and 158,500 were produced.
£ 65
INDIA
511 1854-1935 Fine used range on printed album pages from an old time collection including 1854 ½a blue (2), 1a red
(2), 1855 4a red and blue (2 both cut to shape), 1855-64 to 8a, 1865 to 1r grey, 1866 fiscal stamp 6a SG 66 (Cat £150),
1882 set to 5r (5r has Rangoon CDS), 1902 to 2r to 5r, 1911 to 15r, 1926 set to 15r, 1929 air, 1931 Inaug set, 1935 Silver
Jubilee set of 4 used, etc. Useful lot STC £1100+ (c140).
£ 250

512 1882 Strip of three Queen Victoria East India 1a brown and ½a blue on cover to England. With OUTW Bombay,
Ruttadera and Too late cachets on reverse. SG 37 39. Plus Queen Victoria ¼a on East India postcard.
£ 22
513 1895 5r ultramarine and violet very fine hinged mint, SG 109.

£ 40

514 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 7 fine hinged mint in superb blocks of 4, lovely positional items, from an old time
collectors hoard, SG 240/6.
£ 60
515 1950 First flight airmail cover from Calcutta to Penang Singapore. With first flight cachet in purple.

£ 15

516 British Post Offices in Nepal; 1921 (17 Dec) H.R.H. Hunting Camp Cover in Terai, Nepal bearing I.E.F. 3p grey
block of 4 tied tied to plain cover to Bombay by ""HRH The Price Of Wales' Camp P.O."" fancy postmark, arrival
backstamp, Fine. This marking used at hunting camp on Terai district of Nepal, Ex Singer, fine and scarce.
£ 150
517 British Post Offices in Nepal; 1921 H.R.H. Hunting Camp Cover in Terai, Nepal, 1st Dec 1921 India 9p and ¼p
surcharges tied to imprint cover to Ratnagiri, India by ""HRH The Price Of Wales' Camp P.O."" fancy postmark, arrival
backstamp, ex Singer. Fine & scarce.
£ 150
518 Collection on leaves with better noted mint and used including 1854 ½a & 1s used, 4a red and indigo cut to shape,
nice range of QV to GVI definitives mint & used, QV to 3r, 1931 Inaug set m, GVI 5r & 10r mint, later GVI mint to 14a
in blks of 4, also officials mint to R10, Bahawalpur etc, useful for expansion.
£ 75
519 Danish East Indies: 1938 (30 Sept) Cover MARSEILLE A KOBE to Banka DEI bearing French 1f75adhs tied nice
MARSEILLE A KOBE NO.5 octagonal cancels and senders address onboard n/n Jean Laborde (French Messaries liner
commissioned in 1931), KPM monogram on envelope flap and VICTORIA HONG KONG transit CDS and MUNTOK
arrival CDS. Vertical bends and tones otherwise interesting cover.
£ 36
520 Well filled stockbook containing a QV to modern duplicated mint and used India and then states assembly noted QV
to 5r used, EDVII to 1r, good range of GVI to 10r, states incl Travancore, Bhopal, India officials etc, 100s.
£ 45
INDIAN STATES
521 Convention states: Smaller country ranges on printed Imperial leaves mint and used to GV including Patiala Officials
GV to 8a m & u, earlier to 1r mint, Faridkot QV ½a to 8a mainly mint, Gwalior plus officials, Jind, etc, useful group to
fill those gaps.
£ 40

522 Rajasthan: 1950 Complete set of 11 to 1r unmounted mint, fine and fresh, SG 15/25. Cat £150.

£ 75

INDONESIA
523 West Irian: 1963 2s on 90s yellow green vertical surcharge pair unmounted mint showing horizontal imperf between
variety, nice Rhino thematic, SG 2.
£ 20
IRAN
524 1950 75th Anniv. of UPU set of 2 unmounted mint, SG 935/6. Cat £60.

£ 18

IRAQ
525 1918 10r on 100pi indigo very fine hinged mint top value, SG 14.

£ 46

526 1923 10r lake very fine hinged mint top value, SG 53.

£ 30

527 1932 ½d deep blue fine used incomplete CDS, sound, SG 153.

£ 25
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528 1958 Iraqi Republic overprint on 1948 defin almost complete to 1d green hinged mint, just needs first low value to
complete, SG 419/425 Cat £130.
£ 26
IRELAND
529 Modern unmounted mint small selection of large sheetlets and miniature sheets including 2000 Oscar Wilde sheet,
Hurling sheet, The Arts M/S, Soccer Heroes, World Events, Discovery, 1998 Endangered Animals M/S Stampa 98, etc,
also three prestige books face £20+.
£ 25
ISRAEL
530 1890-1950s Diverse and amazing collection of JNF, Charity, poster stamps and revenues with a wide ranging eclectic
collection of over 1000 labels and related ephemera, includes German 1897 Hansa 5658 local stamp (3), JNF Diaspora
stamps, High Holidays incl pane of 6 AH1, early 1900s Jusaic European Poster stamps, Israel & Palestine revenues, pins,
panes, receipts and letterheads from charity offices around the world incl Argentina to Poland, to Egypt, Judische Gemeinde
folder with labels. A collection with many unusual and valuable items, fine to very fine. Rare opportunity.
£ 1200

531 Diverse and amazing collection of JNF (KKL) and other Jewish related labels and ephemera an overfull binder with
well over 1000 items, JNF (Jewish National Fund) includes many earlier and scarce, foreign offices, errors, Diaspora, tags,
postcards, calendars, also a wide selection of non JNF labels including charities, revenue stamps, early European
adverisong and poster stamps, Minhelet Haim (1948 interim), etc. A wonderful and diverse collection with many seldom
seen items, mainly fine. Fabulous opportunity.
£ 1000
532 Stockbook containing selected unmounted mint issues including 1949 Assembly & Flag full tabs, 10pr miniature sheet
imperf (cat £170), all full tabs incl 1950 Sports, Founding, New Year set 2, plus setenant label gutter corner single, 1950
Coin issue, 1951 3rd Anniv., 1951 JNF set 3, 1952 TABA set, Indep set, 1963 Press sheetlet of 16, etc STC €1200+.
£ 120
ITALY
533 1867 20c pale blue heavy mounted mint, large part original gum, couple nibbled perfs on left otherwise sound, SG
20 Cat £1300+.
£ 180

534 1878 Officials surcharge 2c on 10l claret top value hinged mint, few pulled perfs in bottom right corner otherwise
sound, nice looker, SG 30, Cat £700.
£ 85
535 1878 Officials surcharge 2c on 2l claret key value hinged mint, few rough perfs otherwise sound, nice looker, SG 28,
Cat £700.
£ 85
536 1878 Officials surcharge 2c on 30c claret key value hinged mint, sound & nice looker, SG 26, Cat £800.

£ 100

537 1879 10c deep rose-red King Umberto I key value hinged mint, with slightly streaky gum, mainly sound perfs and
very fresh colour, SG 32a, Cat £600+.
£ 125
538 1879 20c orange King Umberto I key value hinged mint, with slightly streaky gum, odd blunt or pulled perfs but very
fresh colour, SG 33, Cat £550+.
£ 110
539 1879 25c blue King Umberto I key value heavy hinged mint, with slightly streaky gum, blunt or pulled perfs along
the bottom but very fresh colour, SG 34a, Cat £950+.
£ 150
540 1901 10c red King Victor Emanuel II hinged mint centred SW, sound, SG 65 cat £130.

£ 25

541 1908 Two Parcel-Post service coupons 1.75 lire one with uprated 25c. With registered post cachets.

£ 12

542 1910 National Plebiscite of Southern states set of 2 nicely fine used good CDS cancels, SG 83/4 cat £435.

£ 85

543 1917 (20 May) Printed postal card for the Esperimento Posta Aerea Roma - Torino bearing the same stamp to
commemorate the service tied CDS and arrival CDS illustrated coloured green card for Circulo Filatelico Italiano, mainly
fine, Scott $100 on coloured flown card.
£ 50
544 1917 (28 Jun) Airmail cover from Naples to Palermo bearing 25c on 40c violet IDROVOLANTE overprint for the
same air service, scarce, Scott C2 cat $100 on flown cover.
£ 50
545 1937 2000th Birth Centenary of Augustus the great complete set of 15 postage and airs mainly fine used CDS
examples, mainly very fine, nice key set cat £620+. SG506/20.
£ 180
546 1937 Child Welfare complete set of 16 postage and airs mainly fine used CDS examples, mainly very fine, nice key
set cat £1042. SG 490/505.
£ 325
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547 Italian Social Republic: Postage Due set overprint GNR to 1l orange hinged mint, including the scarce 60c slate-blue,
9 values. SG D44/D52, high cat value.
£ 225
ITALY - COLONIES
548 1945 Seven pictorial definitive photogravure stamps printed on white unwatermarked paper with the arms of the
Commune of Campione and the arms of the House of Savoy on registered cover.
£ 20

549 1946 Typed registered Trieste cover with Allied Military Government stamps with passed by Allied Control cachet
on censored cover to Switzerland.
£ 20
550 Eritrea: 1903 1c brown in a irregular block of 13 unmounted mint (usual brownish gum) showing Colonia Eritrea
overprint INVERTED variety, scarce positional piece, SG 19a. Cat £1300+.
£ 450
551 Eritrea: 1948 BMA opt Postage Due 2d lower marginal blk of 4, variety 'no stop after A' on 1st stamp. F-VF fresh
MUH. Sass S3/3b. SG ED3/3a cat £121+.
£ 60
552 General Issues: 1934 (19 Jun) Registered airmail a scarce flown cover (vertical fold) Tripoli to Rome bearing World
Soccer Games incl June 5; 5l brown (Scott cat $350), & June 21; six values for set to 25l (Scott cat $680) all tied POSTA
AEREA / TRIPOLI IDROSCALO with fine regd and airmail etiquette's, some toning around the stamps and cover,
philatelic but scarce Scott rated value up to $1900 on flown cover.
£ 300
ITALY - STATES
553 1860's Papal States: 10 Soldi with Vito cancel on cover addressed to Trieste and Franco Bollo 20c on cover
addressed to Venice.
£ 20
JAMAICA
554 1870-1969 Collection on Scott printed leaves mainly mint, or used for earlier including QV to 2s used, (SG 14), 1897
to 1s, 1903-04 Arms set to 5d m & u, 1905-11 6d, 1s & 2s purple on blue all mint, 1912-20 mint values to 2s (6 diff),
1921-23 to 5s used, 1938 incl 1s & £1 mint, 1948 RSW £1 mint, 1956 set to £1 m & u, 1962 to £1 m & u etc, nice
collection with a useful cat value.
£ 100

555 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine hinged mint from an old time collectors hoard, SG 114/7.

£9

556 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time collectors hoard, SG 114/7.

£ 16

557 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 114/7.

£ 60

JAPAN
558 1951 Air Douglas DC4 6 55y to 160y complete key values heavy mounted mint, all nice lookers, SG 630/635, Cat
£593. (6).
£ 60

559 A selection of thirty-seven postal stationery postcards various sen values some unused. includes cards from the Tokyo
Ladies club and illustrated card to Stuttgart Germany.
£ 22
560 Useful group mint on stockcards from earlier to middle including 1900 Wedding 3s red (cat £36), 1916 Investiture
1½s & 3s (2), 1919 Peace set (cat £50), 1923 Visit to Taiwan set 2 (Cat £45), 1928 Enthronement set 4, 1930 Third Census
3s red mint blk of 4 etc cat £215+. (26).
£ 50
561 Useful group used on stockcards from earlier to middle including 1872 2s yellow (3), 20s red, 1900 Imperial
Wedding 3s mint, 1915 Coronation set f.u., 1919 Peace set used, etc cat £230+. (20).
£ 50
KENYA, UGANDA & TANG. (K.U.T.)
562 1922-1935 Fine used range on printed album pages from an old time collection including 1922 set to 75c (12c black
faults), 1s green, 2s lilac, 5s red, £1 black and orange with decent KISUMU 8am 1 MR 35 CDS (cat SG 95 cat £325), 1935
GV 12 vals to 5s, 1935 Silver Jubilee set used, P.Dues 1928 set to 40c, 1935 set, etc. Useful lot STC £500. (44). £ 110

563 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine hinged mint from an old time collectors hoard, SG 124/7.

£5

564 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time collectors hoard, SG 124/7.

£5

LAGOS
565 Fine used range on a stockcard with some useful including 1874 2d, 4d & 6d, 1882 ½d, 1d, 2d (both), 3d, 4d (both
cols), 1s orange, 1884-86 incl 5s blue (faded CDS Cat £500), 1887 set to 6d & 1s used, EDVII to 1s etc, useful little lot
STC £240 + 5s blue at £500. (32).
£ 75
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LATVIA
566 1919-1940 An attractive and useful mint collection on leaves mainly as complete sets including both perf and imperf
sets for some issues, noted 1919-1920 much complete incl Red X sets with different backs, surcharges sets, 1921 Great
Seal top values 50r brown and 100r blue (cat £96), 1923 to 50s grey, 1925 Libau set, 1927 surch set 3, 1928 Cakste set,
1928 air set 3, 1928 Liberty set, 1929 Death Anniv imperf set, 1930 Anti TB Fund set, 1930 air set 2 both perf & imperf,
1932 Militia set both perf & imperf, 1932 Maintenance Fund set perf & imperf (cat £105), 1940 Incorp. set etc. Good cat
lot in excess of £840.
£ 280

567 1931 Air Charity surcharge set of 3 triangles imperforated hinged mint, fine and fresh SG 206A/208A. Cat £66.
£ 22
568 1931 Air Charity surcharge set of 3 triangles perforated hinged mint, fine and fresh SG 206A/208A. Cat £66.
£ 22

569 1932 Air Charity set of 3 triangles imperforated hinged mint, fine and fresh SG 219A/221A. Cat £87.

£ 30

570 1932 Air Charity set of 3 triangles perforated hinged mint, fine and fresh SG 219A/221A. Cat £87.

£ 30

571 1932 Air Charity set of 5 Leonardo Da Vinci imperforate hinged mint, fine and fresh SG 226A/230A. Cat £165.
£ 60
572 1932 Air Charity set of 5 Leonardo Da Vinci perforated hinged mint, fine and fresh SG 226A/230A. Cat £165.
£ 60

573 1933 Air wounded Latvian Airmen Fund imperf set of 4 superb hinged mint, fine and fresh SG 243A/246A. Cat
£300.
£ 100
574 1933 Air wounded Latvian Airmen Fund imperf triangle set of 3 superb unmounted mint, fine and fresh SG
240A/242A. Cat £180.
£ 80
575 1933 Air wounded Latvian Airmen Fund perf set of 4 superb hinged mint, fine and fresh SG 243A/246A. Cat £300.
£ 100
LEEWARD IS.
576 1890-1935 Fine used range on printed album pages from an old time collection including 1890 set to 7d used, plus
1s & 5s fiscal used, 1902 to 6d & 1s green and carmine VFU (cat £30), 5s green and blue (washed), 1907 7 vals to 1s,
1912-32 values to 2/6 mainly used, 1928 10s green and red on green with neat violet Administration fiscal cancel, 1935
Silver Jubilee set used (cat £50) etc. Useful lot STC £230+. (56).
£ 55

577 1890-1969 Collection on Scott printed leaves mainly mint, or used for earlier including 1890 4d, 6d & 7d mint, 1902
1d on 4d used, 1912 to 1s mint, 2/6 used, 1938 good range of mint values to £1 incl 2s, 5s u/m (5s few clipped perfs), 1952
P.13 £1 violet and black on scarlet (unmounted mint cat £35 for mint), 1949 RSW set m, etc, nice collection with a useful
cat value.
£ 85
578 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine hinged mint from an old time collectors hoard, SG 88/91.

£ 15

579 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time collectors hoard, SG 88/91.

£ 20

580 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 88/91. £ 150
581 1938 Chalky Paper 10s bluish green and deep red on green unmounted mint keyplate, fine, SG 113 Cat £200.
£ 85

LIECHTENSTEIN
582 1938 International Philatelic Exposition registered typed cover from Vaduz to Basel with special cds.

£ 18

583 1965 10f red Madonna in superb souvenir sheet of 4 unmounted mint, very fine, SG 442.

£ 25

LITHUANIA
584 1918-1940 An attractive and useful mint collection on leaves mainly as complete sets including both perf and imperf
sets for some issues, noted 1919 defin sets for different printings, 1920 Indep. set, 1920 Assembly set, 1921 defin set to
100a, 1921 Air Service set, 1921 Air Mail Service set, 1922 air set 3, 1922 Dejure set, 1922 38 diff surcharges cat £235,
1923 vals to 5l, 1923 Union set, 1927 set to 30c blue (cat £62), 1927 Mourning set 4, 1927 Vytis set, 1932 Orphans Fund
set perf and imperf, 1932 Orphans Fund triangle set imperf, 1932 15th Anniv. Indep. set (cat £78) perf & imperf, 1933
Ausra set perf & imperf, 1933 Air 550th Death Kestutis set, 1933 Child Welfare set, 1934 Birthday set, 1934 1l key value
(cat £55), 1936 Smetona set 3, etc. Good cat lot in excess of £1270.
£ 400
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585 1926 Charity War Invalids Surcharged VP in gold complete set of 13 all hinged mint, includes key 25c no wmk, nice
and fresh, SG 262/274 Cat £185.
£ 75
586 1933 Child Welfare set of 8 in unmounted mint imperf blocks of 4, 1l has gum spot otherwise very fine, SG 373/380.
£ 65
587 1938 First National Olympiad Fund set of 4 & Scouts and Guides same set overprint hinged mint, mainly fine, SG
420/427 Cat £106
£ 40
LUXEMBOURG
588 1882 P.13¼ 5f brown-orange top value very fine used incomplete cancel, mainly fine, Scott 59 Cat $190.

£ 40

MALAYA
589 1937 King George VI Coronation 1937 set X block of four on inaugural flight to Penang with receiving cds on
reverse.
£ 15

590 Straits Settlements: 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine hinged mint from an old time collectors hoard, SG 256/9.
£5

591 Straits Settlements: 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time collectors hoard, SG 256/9.

£8

592 Straits Settlements: 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover from an old time collectors hoard,
SG 256/9.
£ 65
MALAYAN STATES
593 1937 Sultan Abdul Hamid Halimshah set to $1 hinged mint, 40c is torn (not included) otherwise others fine, SG
60/66, Cat £134.
£ 40

594 Early mint & used collection on printed Imperial leaves with odd better content including Johore to $2 m & u, Kedah
to $1, Negri Sembilan to $2, Pahang to $5, Perak incl 2c rose mint range, Selangor, Trengganu, FMS etc, useful cat value,
ideal to fill those gaps.
£ 100
595 Federated Malay States: 1900-1935 Mint & fine used range on printed album pages from an old time collection
including 1900 overprinted on Negri Sembilan 1c, 3c & 5c (cat £190 small tones), on Perak 10c (SG 10 cat £65), $1 green
with dubious squared circle cancel (cat £275 used), $5 with neat fiscal cancel (cat £800 used), 1901 Tiger set to 50c (cat
£75), 1904-22 Script to 50c, 1922-34 Tiger to 50c, both sets $1 & $2 fiscal used, 1934 $2 green and red on yellow (cat
£50), etc. Useful little lot (65)
£ 75
596 Johore: 1884-1935 Fine used range on printed album pages from an old time collection including 1884 type 5 ovpt
on 2c rose used JOHOR .. / PAHANG / Crescent & star postmark (SG 5 cat £800), 1884 type 10 SG 10 used, 1891 type
17 2c on 24c CDS used (SG 17 cat £40), 1891 to 4c & 6c used, 1894 3c surchs on 4c to 6c used, 1896 Coronation ovpt
set to 6c used, 1896 defins to 5c & 10c used, plus $3 fiscal used, $4 & $5 CDS taken as is (cat £215), 1903 50c on $3 used
(cat £85), 1904 10c on 4c used, 1904 set to 50c used, then $2 complete to $10 but some cancels are dubious (cat £545),
1910 8 vals to $1, 1922 11 values to $3 with high vals fiscal used nice CDS, etc. Useful lot STC £700+ without dubious
high values (cat £1400+ as postal). (75).
£ 200
597 Kedah: 1922 Malaya-Borneo Exhibition 2c green fine used CDS example showing Raised Stop after EXHIBITION
variety, SG 41c.
£ 20
598 Kedah: 1922-40 New Colours set of 8 to 35c purple fine used, 35c has nice sock on the nose ALOR STAR KEDAH
/ GENERAL POST OFFICE / 27 OC / 1936 cds, SG 52/9.
£ 20
599 Kelantan: 1922 Malaya-Borneo Exhibition 1c green fine used CDS example, SG 37.

£ 20

600 Pahang: A mainly fine used range on a stockcard including 1890 2c ovptd, 1891 Tiger set 3, 1895 Tiger set 3, 1899
4c surch, 1935 to 12c etc, (17).
£ 55
601 Perak: A nice fine used range including Perak ovpts on QV 2c brown, 2c rose (2), One Cent surchs (3 diff), 1c on
6c lilac, 1895 tigers set to 50c, 1900 surchs incl 3c on $1 squared circle cancels heavy used (cat £150), 1935 set to $5 (two
top vals have pulled perfs) etc, nice little lot.
£ 100
602 Selangor: Stockcard with a nice fine used range including 1885-91 2c rose ovpts (2 diff), 1891 Tiger set 3, 1895 4
vals to 10c, 50c & $1 fiscal oval cancels, 1900 surcharge set of 3 (cat £204), 1935-36 14 values to $5 etc, nice little lot.
£ 80
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603 Straits Settlements: 1898 4 Cents on 5c blue a superb fine used block of 9 with Singapore CDS cancels, sound, nice
early multiple, SG 107 Cat £288.
£ 100
604 Straits Settlements: 1938 (2 May) Printed airmail cover Wearnes Internal Services First Flight Penang to Ipoh (Perak)
manuscript on cover bearing 4c orange (2) tied PENANG MALAYA CDS cancels and arrival in IPOH 4.15pm on the same
day, address crossed out and manuscript UNCLAIMED / RETOUR / PTO with Undelivered for reason stated. Return to
sender at address shown on cover violet boxed h/s, alongside Non Reclame / Not Called for bilingual violet boxed cachet
and DEAD LETTER OFFICE / PENANG / 11 MY 38 oval handstamp. Scarce.
£ 50
605 Trengganu: 1910-1924 Collection of mainly fine used values including 1910 12 vals to $1 incl 30c (cat £70), 1917
Red Cross 3c & 8c (cat £49), 1921 to 30c, 1924 to 35c etc. Mainly fine, ideal to fill those gaps.
£ 75
606 Trengganu: Specimen arch perfins on 1921-41 3c reddish-brown (chalky) and 8c grey (chalky), both mint, SG 29
& 34.
£ 50
MALTA
607 1903-04 Complete set of 7 hinged mint, ½d green has light tone, all others very fine and fresh, SG 38/44.

£ 52

608 1904-14 Complete set of 17 hinged mint to 5s, mainly fine and fresh, SG 45/63.

£ 120

609 1914-21 Complete set of 12 hinged mint to 5s, mainly fine and fresh, SG 69/88.

£ 100

610 1921 2s dull purple and bright blue on blue, hinged mint example, sound, SG 86g.

£ 38

611 1922 Self Govt overprint on Wmk CC 10s blue-black hinged mint, few tones and gentle corner bend otherwise sound,
SG 105, Cat £250.
£ 100
612 1922 Wmk MSCA 10s black hinged mint example, key top value, one tone spot otherwise sound, SG 104. £ 145
613 1922 Wmk MSCA Self Govt overprint set of 8 to 10s black hinged mint, mainly sound and fine, the key 10s is fresh,
SG 114/21 Cat £200.
£ 145
614 1928 Postage & Revenue Overprints Complete set of 17 hinged mint to 10s, mainly fine and fresh, SG 174/192.
£ 85
615 1930 Postage & Revenue Complete set of 17 hinged mint to 10s, mainly fine and fresh, SG 193/209.

£ 95

616 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine hinged mint from an old time collectors hoard, SG 210/13.

£ 12

617 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time collectors hoard, SG 210/13.

£ 18

618 Postage Dues: 1925 set of 10 hinged mint, & 1925 set to 1s mint, all fine, SG D1/19.

£ 30

MARSHALL ISLANDS
619 1995-1999 Legendary Aircraft series of 5 different sheetlets of 25 a complete set for each issue, mainly very fine
unmounted mint, odd bend or wrinkle otherwise sound, STC £142. Nice aircraft thematics.
£ 30
MAURITIUS
620 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine hinged mint from an old time collectors hoard, SG 245/8.

£ 15

621 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time collectors hoard, SG 245/8.

£ 20

622 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 245/8.

£ 75

MONTSERRAT
623 1876-1969 Collection on Scott printed leaves mainly mint, or used for earlier including 1884 2½d mint, 1903-10
Device of Colony diff printings to 2s & 2/6 (both later vals toned mint), 1938 to 5s mint, 1951 set 13 mint (cat £65), 1953
set 15 mint, (cat £75), 1965 set mint, m & u, etc, nice collection with a high cat value.
£ 110

624 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine hinged mint mainly fine, SG 94/7.
625 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 94/7.

£5
£ 42

MOROCCO AGENCIES
626 1935 King George V Silver Jubilee ½, 1d and 1½d on cover plus 1911 Levant KEVII 1d with British Post office
Constantinople cancel and similar postcard from Grand Hotel Constantinople. Plus King Edward VIII typed cover to
Stockport.
£ 16
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627 1935 Silver Jubilee sets of 4 fine hinged mint for British, Spanish & French Currency plus Tangier from an old time
collectors hoard, SG 62/5, 149/52, 212/5, 238/40.
£ 25
628 1953 (31 Aug) ½d, 1d & 2d tied to illustrated FDC with BRITISH POST OFFICE / TETUAN CDS cancels on first
day of issue, pencil addr, mainly fine.
£ 15
629 1955 (13 Dec) GVI 11d plum and QEII 4d ultr. both tied to airmail cover to USA by BRITISH POST OFFICE /
TETUAN CDS, pencil addr, mainly fine. SG 90 & 106.
£ 15
630 Spanish Currency: 1907 ½d yellowish green in a block of 4 with gutter marginal rule lines along the bottom making
a nice positional block of 4 plus two labels, SG 11a Cat £56.
£ 28
631 Spanish Currency: 1907 ½d yellowish green in a top right corner marginal block of 8, unmounted mint on stamps,
the margins and one stamp have creases but nice positional block, SG 11a Cat £112.
£ 48
NAMIBIA
632 1990-2009 A superb unmounted mint collection in three DAVO printed albums and slipcases, one is empty, other
two have a very useful unmounted mint collection of sets, miniature sheets, blocks of 4, positional items, machine frama
labels, even modern revenue self-adhesives, extensive lot with much complete, high catalogue value.
£ 250

633 2010-2016 A superb unmounted mint collection in two DAVO printed albums and slipcases, one is almost empty,
second has a very useful unmounted mint collection of sets, miniature sheets, machine frama labels, some covers etc,
extensive lot with much complete to 2014-15, high catalogue value.
£ 100
NAURU
634 1916-23 Overprint on KGV 2d orange, a superb strip of 3, with middle stamp variety 'NAUP.U' instead of 'NAURU'
& right stamp with broken 'N' variety. Very fine & fresh hinged mint. SG 4/4a/4(var) cat £457 as singles, such setenant
variety multiples should be a premium of +50% or more. 2007 BPA photo cert.
£ 350

635 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 in bottom ENGRAVED AND PRINTED AT THE COMM... Imprint unmounted mint
blocks of 4, fine, SG 40/3.
£ 20
636 1935-9 Two attractive registered philatelic covers each bearing 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 tied NAURU CENTRAL
PACIFIC CDS cancels, fine SG 40/3.
£ 25
NEPAL
637 Collection mint & used mainstream collection with a good range of defins and commems in a large stockalbum with
1907 vals to 32p, 1950s defins incl 10p air m, 1959 to 24p, later commems 1977 Manaslu German Exped cvr, 1968 WHO
1r20 U/M x 25 (cat £131), 1968 Human Rights 1r U/M x 22 (cat £110), range of commercial covers, mint blocks etc,
useful lot needs rehousing.
£ 60
NETHERLANDS
638 1867 King William III 10c red with boxed Franco cancel and Nijmegen red cds.

£ 18

639 1891 5g lake and bronze green Queen Wilhelmina top value sound used decent 1898 CDS cancel and part red paid
cancel, couple blunt perfs otherwise sound, SG 165 Cat £650.
£ 125
640 1894 1g slate-violet a nice fine used example with part AMSTERDAM cancel, sound and nice looker, SG 157 Cat
£110.
£ 25
641 1896 P.11½ 50c brown and blue-green heavy mounted mint but with fine appearance, SG 159 Cat £120.

£ 28

642 A selection of approx. fifty Netherlands covers with various stamps and postmark interest.

£ 20

NEW GUINEA
643 Fine used range on a printed album page from an old time collection including 1925 Native Village ½d to 2d, 1931
Air ovpts 4d to 1s (cat £66), 1931 Bird of Paradise 1d to 1s (7 diff cat £100), 1932 Redrawn 7 diff vals to 2s (incl 2½d
green), Airmail overprint ½d to 6d complete, 1s & 2s (cat £107), officials with dates 6 diff vals to 1s (cat £94), 1932 1d
& 2d (SG O42/3 cat £40), useful lot STC £500. (51).
£ 100
NEW HEBRIDES
644 1908 Wmk CA 1s green and carmine fine nice CDS example with good colour, SG 9 Cat £300.
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£ 75

NEW ZEALAND
645 1922 Fine Paid red ovpt on 9d sage-green, very fine used from embossing on document, Barefoot 42.

£5

646 1938 Two typed registered Christchurch New Zealand - USA first air mail covers with various stamps. With San
Francisco receiving cds.
£ 20
647 2000 Millennium Album special hardbound book with various unmounted mint sets and miniature sheets for each
issue, with slipcase and certificate limited to 15,000. Fine.
£ 15
648 Advertising Underprints: 1882-1900 1d rose QV defin mixed Perfs but mainly cheaper perf 10 issues used an
enormous collection in a large hingeless binder arranged by many different advert types and colours (better blue or greens
noted) including Bonningtons, Salsaline, Cadbury, W Strange & Co, Lochhead, Macbean Stewarts, Lattey Livermore Tea,
Sunlight soap, Beecham's Pills, S Myers & Co Dentists, Truebridge, Frys Cocoa, Dogshun's Tweeds, Flag Pickles / Sauces,
Poneke Beef Extract / Jelly, Creases Coffee, Kaitangata Coal, Loton Waterproofs, etc, etc, some mixed condition but
mainly sound fine used. (c580 plus 49 PAIRS and a strip of 3) SG range 218 f/i cat from £4 each, others to £48, very fine
for completion (minimum cat £2800).
£ 520
649 Advertising Underprints: 1882-1900 1s red-brown QV defin assembly of 20 mainly used examples including
Bonningtons (4), Sunlight soap (6), Truebridge (1), Dogshun's Tweeds (1), Loton Waterproofs (1), S Myers Dentists (1),
Flag Sauce / Pickles (2), Poneke (1), Kaitangata Coal (1), Beecham's (2), some mixed condition but mainly sound fine
used. (20) SG 226, cat £55 each, total cat £1100.
£ 220
650 Advertising Underprints: 1882-1900 2½d blue QV defin mixed Perfs but mainly cheaper perf 10 issues used
collection on large hingeless stockpages arranged by adverts for 2½d blue defin including Bonningtons (8 incl green),
Salsaline (4), W Strange & Co (4), Lochhead (12 incl 3 green), Macbean Stewarts (5 incl green), Lattey Livermore Tea
(7 incl 3 green), Sunlight soap (56 incl 5 green), Beecham's Pills (6 incl green), S Myers & Co Dentists (7), Truebridge
(6 incl green), Dogshun's Tweeds (5), Flag Pickles (3), Poneke Beef Extract (6), Creases Coffee (9, 2 green), Fry's Cocoa
(5), Kaitangata Coal (10 incl 2 in green), Loton Waterproofs (10 incl green), some mixed condition but mainly sound fine
used. (c165) SG range 220 c/d/e. Cat from £16 each, very fine for completion (minimum cat £2640).
£ 520
651 Great Barrier Island: 1899 Triangle 6d blue in a superb tete-beche PAIR. Very fine hinged / unmounted mint. CP VP7
cat $350, plus premium for a pair & U/M stamp. Very fine.
£ 150
NIGERIA
652 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time collectors hoard, SG 30/3.

£ 24

653 1936 10s black and grey sound used rubber ABEOKUTA barred dumb cancel in black, fine and sound, SG 44.
£ 65
654 1936 5s black and olive-green sound used incomplete CDS cancel in black, fine and sound, SG 43.
NORTHERN RHODESIA
655 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine hinged mint from an old time collectors hoard, SG 18/21.

£ 25

£8

656 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine hinged mint in superb blocks of 4, lovely positional items, from an old time
collectors hoard, SG 18/21.
£ 40
657 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time collectors hoard, SG 18/21.
658 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 18/21.
NYASALAND
659 1896 Wmk CA Complete set of 6 to 2/6 black and magenta hinged mint, very fine, SG 32/7.

£8
£ 25

£ 120

660 1897 Wmk CA Complete set of 11 to £10 black and yellow hinged mint, each overprinted Specimen in black, very
fine, SG 43s/51s.
£ 225
661 1908 10s green and red on green hinged mint example with fine and fresh appearance, SG 80, cat £200.
662 1908 4s carmine and black hinged mint example with fine and fresh appearance, SG 79, cat £110.

£ 120
£ 55

663 1913-21 £10 purple and royal blue top value fiscal used neat violet oval at the bottom of the stamp, thinning otherwise
sound, nice looker, SG 99e. Cat £150.
£ 75
664 1921 Wmk MSCA Complete set of 13 to 10s green and red on green hinged mint, very fine, SG 100/13.
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£ 125

665 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine hinged mint from an old time collectors hoard, SG 123/6.

£ 16

666 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time collectors hoard, SG 123/6.

£ 28

667 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 123/6.

£ 75

ORANGE FREE STATE
668 1905-09 KEVII 4d scarlet & sage-green corner marginal block of 4, with lower right showing 'IOSTAGE' for
'POSTAGE' variety, wmk mult crown. Very fine and fresh with two hinged mint & two unmounted mint, few gum creases
(not on variety) and variety is superb unmounted mint. SG 150/150a cat £214 for mint singles, plus premium for rare
positional blk.
£ 260

669 Collection on leaves with useful including 1903 EDVII set of 9 mint (cat £275), nice range of VRI surcharges mint
& used incl 5s on 5s green mint plus nice range of other defins then TF telegraph ovpts etc. (c80)
£ 40
PAPUA
670 1901-1935 A nice fine used range including 1901 to 2½d, 1907 2/6 black and brown vfu (cat £75), 1907 8 values
to 2/6, 1911 set to 6d, 1916 10 values to 5s (cat £120+), 1917 One Penny surchs, 1925 10s green and pale ultr. mint (tones
cat £180), 1932 9d & 1/3d (cat £76), 1932 set to 2s (cat £125), plus 2/6 & 5s mint (cat £95), also officials OS perfin to
1s & OS ovptd to 1s (cat £170+) etc, nice with huge cat value.
£ 350
PAPUA & NEW GUINEA
671 Postage Due: 1960 6d on 7½d blue very lightly mounted mint with overprint type D1, light tone otherwise sound and
scarce, SG D1, Cat £850.
£ 340
PHILIPPINE IS.
672 1937 US Philippines to Macao on Pan American Clipper flight. With two airmail stamps and 4 others on cover.
Receiving cancel on reverse.
£ 48

673 1947 US Philippines first flight Manila to Minneapolis USA on illustrated typed cover with block of four 20c.
£ 20

674 1947 US Philippines first flight Manila to Singapore on California Clipper typed cover.

£ 48

PITCAIRN IS.
675 1940 to QEII Collection on leaves with useful including 1940 set of 10 mint (cat £75), 1957 set of 12 m (cat £50),
1964 set used, 1967 set m, various 1960s sets etc, nice clean lot.
£ 34

676 1965 ITU Centenary 2/6 turquoise-green and bright blue hinged mint showing watermark inverted variety, fine, SG
50w. Cat £200.
£ 60
PORTUGAL - COLONIES
677 Timor: 1940 (4 Oct) Flight cover Dilly to Java bearing 6 adhs from 1a to 20a tied TIMOR / DILLY hexagonal
datestamps and violet three line handstamp Viagem de Inauguracao da / Carreira Aerea Portugueza / DILI - KOEPANG,
vertical fold otherwise fine.
£ 30

678 Timor: 1940 (4 Oct) Flight cover Dilly to Java bearing 6 adhs from 1a to 20a tied CORREIRO DE TIMOR / DILLY
hexagonal datestamps and violet three line handstamp Viagem de Inauguracao da / Carreira Aerea Portugueza / DILI KOEPANG, vertical fold otherwise fine.
£ 30
RHODESIA
679 1892-94 ½d, 2d, 3d, 4d, both 8d & 4s grey-black & vermilion each heavy hinged mint with minor tones or perf faults,
SG 19/24 & 26 Cat £190.
£ 25

680 1896-97 4d ultramarine & mauve mint with heavy hinge remains, SG 32 Cat £55.

£ 16

681 1896-97 Set of 9 Lion shaded all over to 5s fine used CDS, 10s is unused perfinned example (not counted), mainly
sound, odd tones etc, SG 41/50 Cat £143.
£ 30
682 1898-1908 Set of values from 4d to 10s mainly heavy hinged mint, small faults on perfs or odd tones, 5s is perfinned
mint o.g., nice lookers, SG 82/7, & 89 Cat £369.
£ 40
683 1909 10d on 3s deep violet in a attractive block of 4 mint / unmounted mint, nice block, SG 117.

£ 36

684 1909 2s on 5s orange in a nice vertical pair unmounted mint, fresh, SG 118.

£ 16
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685 1909 5d on 6d reddish purple in a attractive right marginal block of 4 mint / unmounted mint, two diagonal creases
affecting two stamps otherwise nice positional block, SG 114.
£ 30
686 1909-12 Good range of values from ½d to 5s & 10s mainly heavy hinged mint, some small faults on perfs or odd
tones, includes several shades and extras, nice lookers, SG 100/110 & 112. (16 values) Cat £365.
£ 40
687 1913-19 P.14 Admiral Head Die III 1s black and pale blue-green, 2s black and brown & 2/6 deep ultramarine and
grey-brown all hinged mint , fine and fresh lookers, SG 272, 273 & 274 Cat £96
£ 35
688 1913-19 P.14 Admiral Head Die III 2/6 deep ultramarine and grey-brown hinged mint example, sound, SG 274 Cat
£55.
£ 18
689 1921 British & Foreign parcel Post customs declaration with King George V 2/6d.

£ 15

RUSSIA
690 1902-05 With Thunderbolts 7r yellow and black attractive strip of 3, couple perf bends otherwise nicely fine used
three sock on the nose CDS cancels, SG 80.
£ 18

691 1902-05 With Thunderbolts 7r yellow and black x 38 used copies, some mixed condition but many nice CDS copies,
SG 80 Cat £722.
£ 60
692 1922 Obligatory Tax Rostov on Don set of 4 unused imperf, couple of bends or crease otherwise mainly fine, SG
261/4 Cat £260.
£ 35
693 1933 Leningrad Philatelic Exhibition surcharge set of 2 heavy hinged mint, 15k + 30k has slight stain from hinges,
top value sound mint, both expertised twice on reverse, SG 606/7 Cat £350.
£ 70
694 1951 Construction of Hydro-Electric Power Station 1r top value unmounted mint, SG 1737 Cat £150.

£ 40

695 Express: 1932 Air Second Int Polar Year set of 2 hinged mint, 1r green has few blunt perfs along the bottom
otherwise cheap set, SG E591/2 Cat £220.
£ 35
696 Stockalbum with an extensive early used duplicated assembly jumbled on manilla stockpages including defins without
thunderbolts, 1902-04 Mint for 20k carmine & blue (many), 50k green and purple (c40), 70k orange and brown mint (8),
values to 10r, many imperf & perfs issues to 1920s, defins and commems. Useful lot, 100s.
£ 80
SAINT CHRISTOPHER
697 1936 (18 Jun) 1935 Silver Jubilee set on registered typed cover to Bridgetown, Barbados tied ST KITTS CDS
cancels, R oval handstamp, The Pacific Cable Board envelope on flap, mainly fine, SG 61/4.
£ 20
SAINT HELENA
698 1856-1935 Collection of mainly fine used values including 1856 6d blue imperf (cat £180), few diff printings of QV
head to 5s orange (2 one is a forgery), 1890 set (top vals have violet cancels), 1903 set to 1s (cat £80), 1912-16 set to 2s
(cat £228), 1922-37 9 vals to 2/6 (cat £150), 1934 Centenary set to 2/6 (cat £90), 1935 SJ set etc. Mainly fine, ideal to fill
those gaps. (66).
£ 325

699 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time collectors hoard, SG 124/7.

£ 14

700 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 124/7.

£ 70

701 1952 ½d violet in a complete sheet of 60 complete with Waterlow Imprint and sheet number 1299, fine unmounted
mint, SG 1.
£ 10
SAINT KITTS
702 1870-1969 Collection on Scott printed leaves mainly mint, or used for earlier including St Christopher QV to 6d (14
various vals), St Kitts-Nevis 1903 5s dull purple & sage-green mint (cat £70), 1920-22 2½d to 10s mint (incl 2s), 1923
Tercentenary 11 values to 5s mint, 1938 set mint, (cat £85), 1948 RSW set mint, 1954 top values f.u., etc, nice collection
with a high cat value.
£ 140

703 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine hinged mint from an old time collectors hoard, SG 61/4.

£8

704 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time collectors hoard, SG 61/4.

£8

705 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 61/4.

£ 20

706 1938 1½d orange & 2½d ultr. both unmounted mint each with Specimen arch perfin, brownish gum otherwise fine
and sound, SG 70s & 72s.
£ 30
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SAINT LUCIA
707 1860-1969 Collection on Scott printed leaves mainly mint, or used for earlier including 1860 1d rose-red f.u, 1864
1d, 4d & 1s orange used, 1881 2½d brown-red part o.g. (cat £60), 1882-4 surcharges to 4d yellow, 1891 to 1s, 1921 to
1s, 1916 War Tax mint, 1938 6d & 1s in mint blk of 4, 1948 RSW set m, postal fiscals (7) etc, nice collection with a high
cat value.
£ 230

708 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine hinged mint from an old time collectors hoard, SG 109/12.
709 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time collectors hoard, SG 109/12.

£8
£ 10

710 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 109/12. £ 40
711 1936 to QEII Collection on leaves with useful including 1936 GV set to 10s mint (cat £100), 1938 most vals to £1
used, 1949 set to $4.80 used (cat £60), 1953 set m, various 1960s sets etc, nice clean lot.
£ 55
712 1938 ½d to 3d defins 6 different values unmounted mint each with diagonal Specimen perfin, all fine and sound, SG
128s/9s, 130s/132s, 133s.
£ 80
SAINT VINCENT
713 1861-1935 Collection of mainly fine used values including few diff printings of QV head to 1s orange, 1909 5s green
and red on yellow corner CDS (not guaranteed but lovely stamp Cat £55), 1907-11 defins to 6d, 1915 1d on 1s black on
green f.u. (cat £40), 1935 SJ set etc. Mainly fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (55).
£ 65

714 1861-1969 Collection on Scott printed leaves mainly mint, or used for earlier including 1861 1d rose-red f.u, 1862
1d rose-red & 6d deep green f.u., 1d rose-red mint, 6d green mint (cat £225), 1s blue forgery used, 1871 1d used, 1877
4d deep blue used, 1s 1873 1s lilac-rose f.u. (cat £350), 1875 1d black, 6d pale green & 1s vermilion used, 1883 4d ultr.,
1882 1d drab unused, 1888 5s lake part o.g., 1891 1s orange used, 1893 4d yellow used, 1915 1d on 1s black on green
mint block of 4, 1948 RSW £1 mint, etc, nice collection with a high cat value.
£ 350
715 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine hinged mint in superb blocks of 4, lovely positional items, from an old time
collectors hoard, SG 142/5.
£ 22
716 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time collectors hoard, SG 142/5.

£ 10

717 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 142/5.

£ 40

718 1935 to QEII Collection on leaves with useful including 1938 GVI set to £1 m (cat £60), 1948 RSW set m, 1949 set
m, 1965 set m, various defins and commems to 1960s etc, nice clean lot.
£ 45
SARAWAK
719 1871-1935 Collection of mainly fine used values including 1875 set of 5, 1888-97 8 vals to 32c, 1895 set 4, 1899
8 vals to 16c, 1902 2c green, 1918 7 vals to 25c (cat £95), 1922-23 set 9, 1928-29 12 vals to 50c (cat £60), 1932 13 vals
to 50c (cat £125), 1934-41 17 values to $1, plus $5 & $10 (postmarks not guaranteed), etc. Mainly fine, ideal to fill those
gaps. (69).
£ 200

720 1947 to QEII Collection on leaves with useful including 1947 Crown ovpt set to $5 mint, 1950 set of 15 to $5 mint
(cat £120), 1955 set of 15 mint (cat £100), etc, nice clean lot.
£ 60
SAUDI ARABIA
721 Stockbook with a used duplicated stock from 1920s to 1980s plenty of defins and commems including 1960s oil
plant, airs and Dam defins sorted by printings, 1968 defins sorted by printings etc, 100s.
£ 45
SEYCHELLES
722 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time collectors hoard, SG 128/31.

£ 16

723 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 128/31. £ 100
724 1936 (30 Mar) 1935 Silver Jubilee set on registered airmail cover to New York tied VICTORIA CDS cancels, regd
h/s No. B258, nice transit & arrival backstamps via Nairobi & Mombasa, fine, SG 128/131.
£ 30
725 1937 to QEII Collection on leaves with useful including 1938-49 31 different values including better 3c green, 6c
orange, 9c grey-blue (2 shades), 9c scarlet (2), 12c, 15c (2 diff), 18c (2), 20c blue, 20c brown-ochre, 25c brown-ochre,
30c carmine, 30c blue, 45c (2), 50c (2), 75c slate-blue, 75c slate-lilac, 1r yellow-green (cat £160), 1r black, 1.50r ultr.,
2.25r olive & 5r red (total cat £720+), 1948 RSW set m, 1952 set mint (Cat £90), 1954 set mint (Cat £80), 1962 set m (cat
£60), various defins and commems to 1960s etc, nice clean lot.
£ 60
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SIERRA LEONE
726 1884-1935 Collection of mainly fine used values including 1876 to 4d, 1883-4 to 1s, 1896 to 1s, 1897 fiscal surch
round stop 2½d on 3d or 6d, 1904 to 2s, 1907 to 2s (5s faded), 1912 to 2s, £1 black and purple on red fiscal used Court
CDS, 1921 set to 2s, 1932 set to 5s, 1933 Wilberforce set to 1s, 1935 SJ set etc. Mainly fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (105).
£ 250

727 1912 to QEII Collection on leaves with useful including GV to 2s used, 1938 set to £1 mint (cat £140), 1948 RSW
set m, 1956 set to £1 m (cat £70), 1961 set m, 1963 set m, various defins and commems to 1960s etc, nice clean lot.
£ 60
728 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine hinged mint from an old time collectors hoard, SG 181/4.

£ 14

729 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time collectors hoard, SG 181/4.

£ 22

730 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 181/4. £ 150
SINGAPORE
731 1948-QEII Collection on leaves with useful including 1948 both GVI sets to $5 used (cat £95), 1955 set to $5 mint
(cat £130), various defins and commems to 1960s etc, nice clean lot.
£ 48
SLOVAKIA
732 1943 15th anniversary of Foundation of National Literacy set of six on Bratislava registered cover to Switzerland.
SG 89-94
£ 16
SOLOMON IS.
733 1907-1935 Fine used range on printed album page from an old time collection including 1907 ½d & 1d, 1908 Small
Canoe 6 diff to 1s, 1913 set of 4 (1d & 11d mint), 1914 set to 6d plus 5s mint (SG 36 cat £48) & 3d purple on yellow CDS
used (SG 28 cat £140), 1922-31 12 vals to 2/6 with 2d onwards mainly mint (cat £84). Useful little lot STC £430. (39).
£ 85

734 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine hinged mint from an old time collectors hoard, SG 53/6.

£ 12

735 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time collectors hoard, SG 53/6.

£ 18

736 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 53/6.

£ 42

737 1949 Set of four 75th anniv of UPU stamps on registered Munda typed cover to England. SG 77/80.

£ 12

SOMALILAND PROTECTORATE
738 1903 EDVII 1a carmine hinged mint showing BRIT SH overprint variety, fine, SG 26a Cat £350.

£ 140

739 1903 QV Overprint at bottom 3r green and brown hinged mint with some gum toning showing overprint double, both
inverted and one albino, variety, scarce stamp, SG 23a Cat £950.
£ 380
740 1914 (15 Jul) 1904 EDVII 2r dull and bright purple tied to registered cover BERBERA to Germany with BERBERA
regd handstamp and Aden transit CDS on reverse, scarce. SG 42. Rated £1080 on cover.
£ 300
741 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine hinged mint in superb blocks of 4, lovely positional items, from an old time
collectors hoard, SG 86/9.
£ 32
742 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time collectors hoard, SG 86/9.
743 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 86/9.

£ 20
£ 150

SOUTH AFRICA
744 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 pairs fine used from an old time collectors hoard, SG 65/8.

£ 60

745 Large collection on stock cards and album pages from 1926 mostly 1970's to 1990's.

£ 15
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SOUTH WEST AFRICA
746 1923-1990 An extensive mint collection in a hingeless printed DAVO album well filled with better content throughout
including 1923 set to 2/6 in pairs, 5s singles (3), 1923 Setting III SG 16-26 ½d to 10s in pairs, 1924 2/6 pair, 1924 (9½mm
ovpt) 5s pair & £1 green and red (two singles joined together with hinge), 1926 set 3 low vals, 1927 set 3, 1927 (Apr) set
to 1s, 1927-30 SWA ovpt £1 mint (SG 57 Cat £95), pairs to 2/6, 1938-39 better sets in mint pairs with good cat value,
1941 War Effort, 1954 set u/m, hereon mainly complete to 1990 unmounted mint including miniature sheets, good range
of postage dues for different printings mainly complete, Officials good range etc, fabulous lot for expansion, huge cat value
well in excess of £1500.
£ 500

747 1924 9½mm overprint set of 12 pairs ½d to £1 green and red each hinged mint with mainly sound and fresh
appearance, £1 pair has toned gum, nice set, SG 29/40 Cat £500.
£ 200
748 1935 (10 Jun) Silver Jubilee set on airmail cover Windhoek to Germany tied neat LUGPOST CDS cancels. Fine. SG
88/91.
£ 20
749 1935 (6 May) 1935 Silver Jubilee set on registered airmail cover to Germany tied DTUIWARONGO CDS cancels
& violet placename handstamp with manuscript 226 for regd etiquette, arrival backstamp, mainly fine, SG 88/91. £ 25
750 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine hinged mint from an old time collectors hoard, SG 88/91.

£5

751 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time collectors hoard, SG 88/91.

£ 14

752 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 88/91.

£ 35

SOUTHERN RHODESIA
753 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine hinged mint from an old time collectors hoard, SG 31/4.

£ 12

754 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time collectors hoard, SG 31/4.

£ 16

755 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 31/4.

£ 45

SWAZILAND
756 1935 Silver Jubilee 2d ultramarine and grey-black unmounted mint showing perfinned Specimen horseshoe, even
toned gum on reverse otherwise fine, SG 22s.
£ 20

757 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time collectors hoard, SG 21/4.
758 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 21/4.

£8
£ 50

SWITZERLAND
759 1898-1970 A selection of twenty-seven covers with various values over seventy year period. Includes 1898 2c
postcard from Berne to Geneva, 1950 Butterflies on registered cover to England and early unused postal stationery.
£ 25

760 A selection of seventeen 19th century covers with various values. Includes 1870 cover from Aubonne with 10c red
to Berne, 1876 postal stationery 5c to Geneva and 1872 front with 30c from Geneva to Paris.
£ 30
761 A selection of twelve pre-stamp covers fronts and pieces. With various marks includes 5c and 10c most covers from
or addressed to Geneva.
£ 20
762 Album containing approx 74 fdc's from c. 1981-82.

£ 12

TANGANYIKA
763 1922 3s black Giraffe hinged mint, tiny ink spot otherwise very fine, SG 85.

£ 25

THAILAND
764 1919 First Flight Cover Bangkok to Chandhaburi toned and folded envelope bearing range of 4 defins incl 3s on 3att,
3s green, 2s on 1att & 2s on 2att each tied special boxed handstamps in black, some toning and vertical fold otherwise
scarce item.
£ 180

765 1967 Birds set of 8 mounted mint, nice thematic set, SG 562/9 Cat £138.
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£ 28

TRINIDAD & TOBAGO
766 1854-1969 Collection on Scott printed leaves mainly mint, or used for earlier including Tobago QV ½d purple-brown
f.u., 2½d blue mint, to 4d m & u, Trinidad 1863 6d green mint, 1869 5s rose-lake CDS used (expertised on reverse cat
£75), 1883 to 1s, 1896 to 6d, to 10s with registrar cancels, 1904-09 vals to 6d m & u, Trinidad & Tobago 1913 to 1s m
& u, 1914 5s dull purple and mauve mint (cat £75), large range of War Tax issues mint, 1935 SJ set m, 1938 incl $4.80
mint, 1948 RSW set mint, 1953 $4.80 used, 1960 QEII set U/M, 1969 set to $5 U/M etc, nice collection.
£ 150

767 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine hinged mint from an old time collectors hoard, SG 239/42.

£8

768 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine hinged mint in superb blocks of 4, lovely positional items, from an old time
collectors hoard, SG 239/42.
£ 32
769 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time collectors hoard, SG 239/42.

£ 12

770 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 239/42. £ 30
771 1938 1c to 60c defins 9 different values unmounted mint each with Specimen arch perfin, 24c is mounted otherwise
all fine and sound, SG 246s/248s, 249s, 250s/254s.
£ 135
TURKS & CAICOS ISLS.
772 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 187/9.

£ 25

UNITED STATES
773 1870-71 No Grill 90c carmine used top value with part incomplete black postmark with pulled perfs along the top
and other small faults, presentable, Scott 155 Cat $350.
£ 40

774 1893 Columbian Exposition $1 salmon queen Isabella Pledging her jewels, fine hinged mint key value, hinge
otherwise superb, Scott 241. (SG 246 Cat £1300).
£ 300
775 1893 Columbian Exposition $2 brown-red Columbus in chains, fine hinged mint key value, hinge remains otherwise
superb, Scott 242. (SG 247 Cat £1300).
£ 360
776 1893 Columbian Exposition $5 black Columbus very fine and fresh lightly hinged mint top value, superb, Scott 245.
(SG 250 Cat £3000).
£ 750
777 1893 Columbian Exposition 50c slate blue Recall of Columbus, fine hinged mint nice value, hinge otherwise superb,
Scott 240. (SG 245 Cat £600).
£ 160
778 1893 Columbian Exposition set 1c to 30c mainly hinged mint examples, few disturbed gum, 15c green is unused (not
counted), all nice clean lookers, SG 235/244, cat £771. (10).
£ 180
779 1894 50c orange Jefferson definitive hinged mint with fine appearance, Scott 260 Cat $500.

£ 85

780 1894 5c chocolate Grant definitive unmounted mint (never hinged) with fine appearance, Scott 255 Cat $325.
£ 80

781 1894 8c, 10c & 15c defins each mounted mint, 8c is lightly mounted, others are heavy hinge remains, Scott 257/259
Cat $760.
£ 110
782 1894-1969 A desirable mainly mint and unmounted mint (odd used) collection in a well filled Lindner hingeless
album, mint highlights include 1895 defins to 15c, (3c, 6c & 10c mint Cat $260), 1898 Omaha 5c mint (cat $100), 8c &
10c used, 1902-03 1c to 50c mint (Scott $936), 1904 Expo set mint (cat $325), 1907 Jamestown set m (cat $176), 1909-2c
red issues perf & imperf incl Bluish paper (cat $150), 1913 Panama set to 10c yellow-range mint, some nice Washington's
/ Franklin for diff printings, coil pairs, perf and imperfs, 1918 to $5 used, 1926 Int. Phil. Exhib pane of 25 unmounted mint
(corner clipped in margin cat $600, 1922-26 defins to $2 mint, $5 used, 1929 Nebr. ovpt set to 10c mint (cat $265), 1935
Parks set in imperfs blocks of 4, 1938/54 set to $5 plus coil pairs, hereon much complete unmounted mint to 1969, huge
cat value, some mixed hinged mint otherwise all nice lookers and ideal lot for expansion. STC well in excess of $7600.
£ 1500
783 1898 Trans-Mississippi Exposition $1 black Cattle in a Snowstorm hinged mint, with very fresh appearance, small
part hinge remain otherwise lovely fresh key value, Scott 292. (SG 298 cat £1400).
£ 350
784 1898 Trans-Mississippi Exposition 1c green, 2c copper red & 4c orange each unmounted mint (never hinged) with
very fresh appearance, Scott 285/287 cat $475.
£ 120
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785 1898 Trans-Mississippi Exposition $2 orange-brown Mississippi River hinged mint, with very fresh appearance, small
part hinge remain otherwise lovely fresh top value, Scott 293. (SG 299 cat £2500).
£ 600
786 1898 Trans-Mississippi Exposition 50c sage green Western Mining Prospector unmounted mint (never hinged) with
very fresh appearance, Scott 291 cat $1900.
£ 480
787 1898 Trans-Mississippi Exposition 50c sage-green heavy hinged mint, with very fresh appearance, part hinge remains
otherwise lovely fresh example, Scott 291. (SG 297 cat £800).
£ 125
788 1901 Pan-American Exposition set of 6 mainly unmounted mint (never hinged) excl 2c which is mounted mint, all
have usual gum skips or spots, very fine and fresh, Scott 294/99 Cat $1000+.
£ 225
789 1904 International Exposition 2c red Thomas Jefferson unmounted mint, never hinged, Scott 324.

£ 25

790 1904-1980 A superb mint & unmounted mint collection in a well filled Lighthouse hingeless album, mint highlights
include 1904 Expo 3c to 10c brown mint (cat £345), 1907 Jamestown 1c & 2c (cat £64), 1909 2c red stamps complete
perf & imperf incl Bluish paper (cat $150), 1913 Panama set to 5c (cat £134), 1931 to 50c lilac mint (cat £100+), 1933
APS set of 2 sheets x 2 diff printings (cat £168), 1934 3c sheet, 1934 APS set of 2 sheets (cat £58), hereon much complete
unmounted mint to 1980 for commemorative issues, huge cat value, some mixed hinged mint otherwise all nice lookers
and ideal lot for expansion. STC well in excess of £1000++.
£ 450
791 1907 Jamestown Exposition 5c blue Pocahontas unmounted mint, never hinged, high cat in Scott for U/M, Sc 330,
SG 337.
£ 100
792 1909 50c violet Washington centred right unmounted mint (never hinged) example with very fine and fresh gum and
appearance, Scott 341 Cat $700+.
£ 180
793 1913 Perf 10. Panama-Pacific Exposition set of 4 to 10c orange Discovery of San Francisco Bay, each heavy mounted
mint with hinge remains, nice lookers, Scott 401/404 Cat $980 set.
£ 150
794 1913 Perf 12. Panama-Pacific Exposition 10c orange-yellow and 10c orange Discovery of San Francisco Bay, both
shades heavy mounted mint with hinge remains, nice lookers, Scott shades Sc 400/400A (SG 426 Cat £300).
£ 60
795 1928-49 Five first flight covers 1928 Davenport to Ontario, 1929 Champaign to Chicago, 1929 Beamont to
California, 1949 Middletown to Fort Plain and Muskegon County Airport to Canada.
£ 20
796 1928-49 Four first flight covers 1928 Davenport to Ontario, 1929 Champaign to Chicago, 1929 Beamont to
California, 1949 Middletown to fort Plain and Houston to Asuncion.
£ 20
797 1929 Kans. Overprint in black on set of 11 values 1c to 10c unmounted mint (never hinged), mostly quite fresh or
some gum ridges as produced otherwise fresh appearance, Scott 658/668. Cat $430.
£ 110
798 1940s to 1967 Plate blocks of 4 collection of positional blocks unmounted mint for dozens of issues in two block
stockbooks, approx 410, useful lot.
£ 100
799 1960 Three Inaugural jet flights on intercontinental Boeing 707 New York to Brussels.with 15c airmail stamp.
£ 15

800 Four albums containing 100s, a lot to sort.

£ 16

801 Hunting Permit - Duck Stamps 1935 $1 rose-lake Canvasbacks taking flight unmounted mint (never hinged) very fine,
small gum lines as usual, fresh, Scott RW2 Cat $750.
£ 240
802 Hunting Permit - Duck Stamps 1937 $1 light green Scaup ducks taking flight unmounted mint (never hinged) with
a corner crease (does not detract) and usual gum skips, Scott RW4 Cat $350.
£ 60
803 Hunting Permit - Duck Stamps 1938 $1 light violet Pintail Drake & hen alighting unmounted mint (never hinged) with
usual gum skips, sound Scott RW5 Cat $425.
£ 125
804 Hunting Permit - Duck Stamps 1939 $1 chocolate Green winged Teal unmounted mint (never hinged) with usual gum
lines / skips, sound Scott RW6 Cat $250.
£ 65
805 Hunting Permit - Duck Stamps 1940-45 Complete for the years (6) different $1 permit stamps all mint hinged or
never hinged most with usual gum lines / bends / skips, Scott RW7-12 Cat $850+. (6).
£ 275
806 Hunting Permit - Duck Stamps 1946-1987 Almost complete collection for the period, 37 different $1 permit stamps
mainly unmounted mint (never hinged) fine and fresh on Lighthouse hingeless leaves, very fine, Scott RW13-54, Cat
$2400+. (37).
£ 750
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807 Hunting Permit Duck Stamps: 1959 $3 Labrador Carrying Drake plate block of 4 unmounted mint (two gum bends)
very fine and fresh, Scott RW26. Cat $575.
£ 175
808 Hunting Permit Duck Stamps: 1962 $3 Drakes coming in to land plate block of 4 unmounted mint, very fine and
fresh, Scott RW29. Cat $500.
£ 150
809 Offices in China: 1919 4c on 2c rose fine used, sound, Scott K2 Cat $70.

£ 20

810 Officials: War Dept; Rose-red 3c, 6c (2 one pencancel), 12c & 30c all mainly sound used, some small perf faults or
clipped perfs, 3c has fancy cancel star in a circle, other is 9 duplex, 12c has fancy cork cancel, 30c is sound, Scott O116/7,
O119/20. $120. (5).
£ 30
811 Parcel Post: 1913 10c carmine-rose very fine unmounted mint, never hinged, superb Scott Q6 Cat $100 NH.
£ 26

812 Parcel Post: 1913 Fine sound used 15c, 20c, 50c & 75c carmine-rose all double ring oval cancels incl a nice
ROCHELLE NEW YORK, Scott Q7-8, Q10/11. Cat $130.
£ 32
VATICAN CITY
813 1933 Set of four Holy Year stamps on illustrated cover. SG 15-18. Plus 1939 Coronation of Pope Pius XII set of four
. SG 76-79.
£ 45
ZANZIBAR
814 1895-1936 Collection of mainly fine used values including 1896 set to 3r (13), 1899 8 vals to 7½a, 1904 9 vals to
8a, 1904 surcharges 4 of 5 (incl 2½ on 7½ & 2½ on 8a, cat £88), 1908 9 vals to 75c, 1913 set o 75c, 1921-22 vals to 50c,
1936 New Currency set of 13 (cat £75). Mainly fine, ideal to fill those gaps.
£ 100
ZULULAND
815 1888-91 Fine used assembly on stockcard including 1888 set to 6d fine used with 5d neat ESHOWE CDS, 1894 ½d
to 1s green nice CDS cancels, 1891 Fiscal 1d dull mauve f.u., SG 1/8, 20/25 & F1.
£ 115

End of Auction - Thank You
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